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Abstract

Faisal Saleem

A Novel Multiple Access Quantum Key Distribution Network for Secure 

Communication

An investigation into the use of laws of quantum physics and communication 

protocols to enable multiple clients to exchange quantum keys in a LAN 

environment for secure communication

Keywords: Quantum Key Distribution, Network, Security

Every business and household rely on internet in this day and age. We are 

using electronic devices connected to the Internet. These devices are 

generating a considerable amount of data, which is usually transmitted using 

public/insecure communication channels. On the one hand, the technological 

advancement of universal connectivity brought so much ease for humans’ race 

in business, shopping, and financial transactions. The rapid pace of this 

technological advancement also introduced several concerns in terms of the 

security and secrecy of data. Security researchers developed several 

encryption algorithms that are in use to ensure the safety and confidentiality 

of data. The mathematical difficulty of prime factorisation is the fundamental 

element of modern encryption algorithms, and they require a considerable 

amount of processing power to reverse engineer (or break) these algorithms. 

Scientists and government agencies are trying to build quantum computers to 

solve some complex problems. These problems include prime factorisation of 

large numbers, a critical factor in the field of cryptography. Quantum 

computers are much more potent because of their nature. It processes 

information by using laws of quantum. The successful development of 

quantum computers will pit the security and secrecy of our data at risk because 

it is trivial for the quantum computer to break the currently used encryption 

algorithms. Bearing this in mind, Research have started working on systems 

that will provide secure communications in the age of quantum computing.
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Considering the importance of quantum physics-based communication 

systems, we have some working examples of these systems, which are called 

quantum key distribution systems (QKD). These system uses quantum 

physics to transmit quantum states from one party to another. In case of the 

presence of Eavesdropping, the whole system will be disturbed, letting both 

parties know the existence of eve. QKD systems have some success and have 

different protocols, but until now, they have a very long way to go. When these 

systems are mature enough, they will require to work with current internet 

infrastructure, which is very costly and brings so much complexity to the 

network that it will not be feasible to implement. 

This thesis proposes a Multiple Access QKD Network integrated with Internet 

infrastructure to addresses these issues of Secure Communication. The 

system proposed in this thesis takes existing protocols of data communication, 

QKD, along with hardware architecture of communication devices. A QKD 

based client and network switch have been designed and developed along 

with its operating system to enable multi-access communication in the LAN 

environment. A simulation model of the model proposed in this thesis has been 

by using OMNet++ simulation framework to test and evaluate the viability of 

this model.

The proposed QKD mechanism will reduce the complexity for network 

administrators, reduce the cost of implementation for businesses, and ensure 

the secrecy and security of the data even in the age of quantum computing.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

This thesis contributes to the field of quantum cryptography and networks by 

proposing a novel multiple access QKD networks for secure communication. 

It studies the laws of quantum physics and communication protocols to enable 

various clients to exchange quantum states in a LAN environment for confident 

communication. Section 1.1 opens by delivering a foundation for the use of 

laws of quantum physics to secure network communication from any form of 

prime factorisation attack. It then focusses on the complications with the 

current key exchange mechanism. In sections 1.2, the main aim and 

objectives of this work are offered, followed by the methodology engaged in 

accomplishing these objectives. Section 1.3 emphases on the crucial 

contributions of this effort. Sections 1.4 achieves by providing a framework of 

the several chapters of this thesis.

1.1 Background and motivation

The rapid growth of technology gave organisations access to real-time 

information, which helps in making a quick decision. This technological 

advancement also increased the risk of data being disclosed or accessed 

without proper authorisation. Clients and servers using cryptographic 

algorithms encrypt traffic while travelling through public internet so only 

relevant parties with correct decryption keys can read that information. The 

mathematical difficulty of prime factorisation is the fundamental element of 

cryptographic systems (Tripathi and Agrawal 2014). Finding factors of large 

numbers is a well-known mathematical problem. Computer resources 

available to humans at this time cannot calculate the product of two huge prime 

numbers. This computational difficulty is the main reason that the public key 

cryptosystems can provide secure communication while travelling through 

open Internet space. 

With the rapid growth of technology, another idea, called quantum computing, 

has emerged. Quantum computers use laws of quantum physics to process 

the information. The use of quantum computers is to solve big problems faced 

by humans, which includes weather prediction, encryption, and cybersecurity, 
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drug research and development, financial services, supply chain logistics, 

exponentially faster data analysis. One motive aimed at the development of 

quantum computers is to break the encryption systems (Ekert and Jozsa 1996; 

Vedral 2013; Bennett and Brassard 2014), which will affect the privacy of every 

single human, organisations. Peter Shor (Shor 1997) proposed an algorithm 

that can be run on a quantum computer to discover the factor of a considerable 

number in a minimal amount of time. With the availability of this algorithm, the 

current cryptosystems are at risk, and to avoid this risk, we have to find new 

ways to encrypt the transmission, which could not be broken by quantum 

computers. 

Charles Bennett and Gilles Brassard (Bennett 1992) proposed the idea of 

QKD, which uses laws of quantum physics to ensure the secure delivery of 

quantum keys from one client to another. This proposed idea is a point-to-

point-based system where each client has two direct links to another party. 

One connection to exchange quantum keys and second is for standard data 

transmission. Different researchers have proposed different other protocols 

and extensions of this original protocol. This point-to-point protocol has some 

limitations when it comes to implementing this QKD system in a public internet 

domain. The whole infrastructure of the internet needs changing which is not 

possible. This change will increase complexity and cost, so we must find a way 

to overcome all these complications. There is a need to develop such a system 

that can be integrated with current internet infrastructure easily without 

increasing any complexity. The primary motivation of this thesis is relooking 

into all aspects of existing communication systems, its protocols, and 

procedures along with quantum critical distribution systems and design, 

develop and simulate the multi-access QKD system in a local area network 

(LAN) environment without increasing cost and complexity.

1.2 Research aim, objectives, and methodology

The main aim of this research is to design and simulate a multi-access 

network. This network will use a well-established QKD (QKD) architecture and 
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the current Internet Protocol (IP). Based on this approach, this thesis identifies 

the following objectives:

 

O1: Review the crucial existing key distribution mechanisms and public key 

infrastructure (PKI) and the advancement in quantum computing to consider 

the merits and demerits of QKD.

O2: Review existing QKD architecture to identify a suitable candidate for an 

integrated simulation with the current Internet Protocol (IP).

O3: Design and simulate a single access LAN network that is based on the 

selected QKD architecture and integrated with IP.

O4: Extend the single access integrated simulation to a multi-access LAN 

network simulation.

           To address objective 1: We conducted an empirical study to understand 

the strengths and weaknesses of the best-known PKI, prime factorisation 

based cryptographic algorithm Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) (Rivest et al. 

1983) and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). This study consists of time 

calculation to factor numbers. Review of quantum physics to understands its 

behaviour and use a case in cryptographic systems and computer networks.

           To address objective 2: We conducted a comprehensive review of the 

QKD system (QKD) to understand its behaviour, architecture, and 

implementation in different computer systems. We reviewed the research 

papers which are related to the prime numbers based cryptographic system. 

Along with QKD protocols to study their strengths and limitations and the 

integration of QKD protocols with current internet infrastructure. We also 

reviewed the architecture design of QKD systems, its communication 

channels, different standards, and the OSI reference model to link QKD with 

real-world applications. We also discussed those real-world problems which 

need consideration while implementing QKD in a real-world network. We 

discussed different QKD protocols and analysed them to choose the best 

candidate for this thesis. We discuss tools and methods to address objective 

three and objective four.
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           To Address objective 3: a single access LAN network model has been 

designed and simulated with the QKD algorithm selected in objective 2. We 

used the OMNeT++ simulation framework to simulate the network model. 

Each component of the client and central switch designed to enable the QKD 

process where quantum states can be transmitted from client 'A' to client 'B' 

without any interruption.

           To address objective 4: We extended the single access LAN network 

model must enable multi-access QKD. Four QKD enabled network clients 

connects to a custom designed QKD enabled network switch to exchange 

quantum keys in pair of two at the same time. QKD enabled switch controls 

the QKD process for the successful transmission of quantum keys between all 

four clients at the same time. We will conduct three different tests to test the 

usability of this system.

1.3 Key contributions and their significance

Chapter 2 and 3 reports on the empirical study that investigates the 

public key infrastructure, symmetric, and asymmetric key encryption systems 

and discusses one of the most used prime numbers-based algorithm called 

RSA (Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman, 1983). It discusses the simple 

implantation of the RSA algorithm in python language, how it works, and how 

it calculates the public and private keys along with encryption and decryption 

functions. Then this chapter analyses the strengths of the RSA algorithm by 

getting two data sets, where one dataset consists of the product of more than 

two prime numbers while other contains the product of two prime numbers with 

different bit lengths. These two data sets have been used to calculate the time 

a system takes to find the factor so that we can determine the strength of RSA. 

Python programming language was used to write the program to find the 

factors. Two different tables and graphs generated and presented to analysis, 

and the comparison graph clearly shows the time difference of factorisation of 

these two datasets. This chapter also reports on the key distribution process 

used in the real world. The final section of this chapter provides a 
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comprehensive review of quantum physics to find out the limitations of these 

laws when used for signal transmission.

Chapter 4 and 5 presents a review of quantum physics, quantum 

cryptography, with in-depth literature review, its different protocols, how they 

work, and how the key exchange process happens in QKD systems. Various 

protocols have been discussed in this chapter to find a suitable candidate to 

be used in this research. This chapter also provides a literature review of the 

traditional cryptographic system, QKD systems, and the integration and use 

case of the QKD system in current internet space. Next, the architectural 

design of the QKD system discussed with different standards and the OSI 

reference model, which are being used by the public Internet for successful 

and secure communication. Further, we explain the quantum channels in 

detail with the polarisation filters used for each bit value and how they pass 

through different filters. At the end of chapter 3, the real-world applications of 

QKD are discussed, together with their limitations. This proposed model 

designed, developed, and evaluated in Chapter 4 with the help of an 

OMNeT++ simulation framework (Mailloux et al. 2015), explained at the end 

of chapter 3. 

Chapter 6 and 7 presents the design, development, and evaluation of 

multiple access QKD network models. We defined all the components and 

there sub-components in the NED language (Mailloux et al. 2015). These 

components are Clients, Switches, Processor, Memory, and communication 

interfaces. NED language is a part of the OMNeT++ framework (Mailloux et 

al. 2015). Each component has been discussed individually with its purposes 

and its combined operations with other modules/components. An operating 

system has been designed for the switch and client to enable single and 

multiple access to the QKD system in a LAN environment. All the processes 

and results are explained at the end of this chapter to analyse the accuracy of 

keys exchanged in single access and multi-access mode.

The findings from this research can make contributions to the implementation 

of QKD systems with current public Internet infrastructure, minimal difficulty, 

and cost, which are two significant factors in determining the success or failure 

of any computer system.
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1.4 Thesis structure

Chapter 2 provides an introduction and analysis of cryptographic algorithms 

and discusses their strengths and weaknesses. Next, this chapter discusses 

the key exchange process along with the laws of quantum physics and its use 

case in real-world applications. Chapter 3 provides an in-depth review of QKD 

systems and its different protocol types. In the end, this chapter presents a 

summary of the proposed model and the introduction of the simulation tool. 

Chapter 4 describes the design, development, and evaluation of single access 

and multiple access proposed QKD model. Finally, Chapter 5 presents the 

main contributions of this thesis, describes the limitations and highlights 

opportunities for future work.
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Chapter 2: History of Communication Security

Humans are using ciphers and codes to protect secrets for a very long time, 

started from Clay Tablets of Mesopotamia to the internet of things (IoT) (Team 

2018). The second world war was the time when modern cryptography was 

born. Famous Enigma cipher machines played a vital role during WWII. The 

German army used the Enigma machine to secure their communication. Alan 

Turing, A British mathematician played a major role in the field of mathematics 

and cryptography and they developed a code-breaking machine knows as 

Bombe. During World War II, Bombe was able to supply military intelligence 

to Allies by decoding two Enigma machine coded message every minute 

(Copeland 2020). The inventor of Information Theory (Shannon 1949) Claude 

Shannon helped the development of an encryption system. For a reliable 

transmission of information, any given communication channel has a 

maximum capacity. Maximum capacity can be achieved by clever coding but 

can never quite reach it. This limit is known as the Shannon limit. Shannon 

worked with the US secret service in the field of cryptography and was involved 

in a system to encrypt the communication between Washington and London. 

This project was known as the X Project (Cauche 2018). He defined the rules 

of diffusion and confusion. Shannon stated that each bit of ciphertext depends 

on several parts of the key which hide the relation between ciphertext and the 

key and is called Confusion/Uncertainty. Diffusion/Distribution means, if one 

single bit of the ciphertext is changed, roughly half of the bits of plaintext 

should change and vice versa. These two rules are followed by encryption 

algorithms to guarantee security. Symmetric cryptography is very efficient and 

uses the same key to encrypt and decrypt a message but offers several 

challenges such as 

 Generate keys with correct difficulty.

 Transmit the keys.

 Securely store the keys.

 Renew the keys.

 Make sufficient keys for all units in a system to guarantee 

confidentiality.
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These challenges were solved by asymmetric cryptography where each entity 

in the system has a pair of keys, one to keep a secret called a private key and 

the other is to make it available to the public. These keys are mathematically 

correlated in such a way that solving one key from another is a very 

complicated procedure. A message encrypted with one key can only be 

decrypted by another key in the pair. Asymmetric algorithms are around 

thousands of times slower than symmetric algorithms. Communication 

systems use asymmetric cryptography for authentication, produce symmetric 

keys, and swap the symmetric keys encrypted with the asymmetric algorithm. 

When entities have obtained their symmetric keys, they make use of 

symmetric cryptography to protect their message. So, both asymmetric and 

symmetric cryptography is essential for effective security of communication. In 

1976, Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman published the Diffie Hellman key 

exchange method over a public channel to securely exchange cryptographic 

keys followed by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman (RSA) 

asymmetric algorithm and some other asymmetric algorithms. All asymmetric 

algorithms share one common problem which is, how to prove to Bob that he 

is using Alice’s public key and not someone else’s. This problem is solved by 

public key infrastructure (PKI) which set the guidelines, processes and 

responsibilities needed to produce, distribute, utilize, store, control and cancel 

digital certificates and manage public-key encryption. The certificate authority 

(CA) is the central part of PKI (Ludin 2019), which verifies client identity and 

binds it with a public key by issuing digitally signed certificates. Digital 

certificated issued by CA are trusted by everybody who trusts the CA. PKI 

enables trust between communicating entities in a wide range of scenarios like 

browsers trusts Google, Microsoft, and other CA’s. Corporate network trusts 

corporate CA and therefore trusts organizations computers if corporate CA 

issued certificates to them. So, PKI is currently the best solution we have for 

secure communication over the internet (Cauche 2018).

 It uses Cryptography and authentication for confidentiality.

 Digital signatures for integrity.

 Allows entities to revoke the trust.

 Continuous usage of better algorithms
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 Its use in critical banking and military applications increases reliability.

 Uses open standards.

 Scalability

2.1 Network Security and Public Key Infrastructure 

(PKI)

The PKI allows systems and users to securely exchange information between 

them and to verify the legitimacy of certificates-holding entities. PKI also 

manage public keys, identity management, certificate management, 

certificates distribution and certificate revocation. Once enabled, clients who 

enrol for a certificate are recognized for later authentication or certificate 

revocation.

2.1.1 Components of PKI
The goal of Public Key Infrastructure is access and identity management. PKI 

system relies on asymmetric cryptography, which consists of a public and 

private key know as a key pair. And the Certificate Authority (CA) completes 

the PKI setup by certifying the ownership of key pairs. PKI components 

include:

 Certificate Authority (CA)

 Certificate Store or Secure Storage

 Certificate Revocation List (CRL)

 Hardware Security Module (HSM)

 Public Key

 Private Key

 Certificate

 Registration Authority (RA)

 Validation Authority (VA)
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2.1.1.1 Certificate Authority
The CA manages the lifecycle of certificate and handles all aspects of 

certificate management for PKI.  CA issues certificates that are used to confirm 

the ownership of the public key of the subject imprinted on the certificate. The 

client generates a key pair (public and private key). The public key and user 

information to be imprinted on the certificate are sent to the CA. The CA 

creates a digital certificate consisting of the certificate attributes and client 

public key. The certificate is signed by the CA with its private key. Users assign 

the certificate to services he/she offers and distribute the signed certificate. 

The receiver can trust that certificate because of the matching public-private 

key pair (Ludin 2019; AboutSSL.org 2020)

Types of CA

There are generally two types of CA.

 Root Certificate Authority: A trusted CA is authorized to authenticate 

the identity of an individual and signs the allocated root certificate. The 

certificate is believed to be legitimate because of being validated and 

endorsed by a trusted root CA (Ludin 2019).

 Intermediate Certificate Authority: A trusted CA used as a chain 

between root CA and the client certificate that the user enrols for. Root 

CA trusts and signed the intermediate CA so certificate generated or 

issued from the intermediate CA are trusted as if they are signed by the 

root CA (Ludin 2019).
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Root CA self-sign its own and intermediate CA public key. Intermediate CA 

certificate reference root CA.  Intermediate root CA sign users SSL certificates 

and users SSL certificate reference intermediate root CA (Error! Reference 
source not found.).

2.1.1.2 Certificate Store
A certificate store is used to store the certificate and include certificates from 

various CA’s like Microsoft operating system Windows stores all trusted 

certificates in certificate store which can be accessed via certificate manager 

(certmgr.msc). Apple stores certificates in the keychain (Error! Reference 
source not found., Error! Reference source not found.).

Figure 1:Certificate Authority
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Figure 2: Windows Certificate Store
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2.1.1.3 Certificate Revocation List (CRL)
The Certificate Authority (CA) maintains a list of certificates that were issued 

and have been revoked before certificate expiry. Remote Authentication Dial-

in User Service (RADIUS) servers keep a local copy of CRL and update it 

periodically by querying CA CRL. A RADIUS server will reject a connection if 

a device with a revoked certificate tries to authenticate (WatchGuard 2018). 

There are two types of CRLs.

 Base CRL: Large file containing all revoked certificates usually updated 

on weekly basis.

 Delta CRL: A small file usually updated daily that contains revoked 

certificate since the last base CRL was published.

When a certificate is revoked, its first added into Delta CRL before moved to 

the BASE CRL. When base CRL has updated the revoked certificates in Delta 

CRL gets appended to the Base CRL (Ludin 2019).

2.1.1.4 Hardware Security Module (HSM)
An optional component of PKI. A Hardware Security Module (HSM), when 

applied improves the defence of PKI. HSM contributes to administer the 

lifecycle of cryptographic keys. HSM works as the foundation to build up and 

safeguard enterprise PKI infrastructure by management and safeguarding 

digital keys (Ludin 2019).

2.1.1.5 Public Key
A cryptography key that can be distributed to the public but does not require 

secure storage. A corresponding private key can only be used to decrypt the 

message encrypted with a public key (Sectigo 2020; Ludin 2019).

2.1.1.6 Private Key
When a message is encrypted with a public key, it can only be decrypted by a 

connected private key. This establishes the ownership of the private and public 

key and guarantees that the message is only 
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read by approved parties. The recipient uses Private keys to decrypt a 

message that is encrypted using a public key (Ludin 2019; Sectigo 2020).

2.1.1.7 Certificate
A digital document use to prove the ownership of a public key and signed by 

a CA within a PKI. The certificate contains information about the owner which 

can be used for identification. Certificate can also include IP address, DNS 

name, issuing authority, validity dates, subject, Public key, Key Usage etc 

(National Cyber Security Center 2020).

2.1.1.8 Registration Authority (RA)
Registration authority approves a certificate request before a certification 

authority issue a certificate. RA receives certificate signing request and verifies 

the identity of an end entity. RA than enrol the entity into PKI and approves 

the certificate issuing request. CA receive the approved certificate request 

from RA and issue a digital certificate to the end entity (National Cyber Security 

Center 2020).

2.1.1.9 Validation Authority (VA)
A PKI operator carries out the role of Validation authority who validates a 

digital certificate issued by a CA. VA advertise the revoked certificates using 

Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) or Certificate Revocation List 

(CRL). This list allows an entity to check if a certificate has been revoked or 

not (National Cyber Security Center 2020).

2.1.2 Certificate Lifecycle
PKI infrastructure issues and manages the lifecycle of the certificate.

 Enrollment

 Issuance

 Validation

 Revocation

 Renewal
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An entity (Person, Device or System) submits a certificate request to CA. CA 

validates applicant identity through trusting other already validated CA or 

through credentials. RADIUS servers check the validity with CA every time the 

certificate is used to authenticate (WatchGuard 2018). When the expiry date 

is reached, the CA automatically adds the certificate to CRL on the expiration 

date attached with the certificate and revoke the certificate. Some CA offers 

automatic renewal of certificates. Upon expiration after re-verify the identity 

and issues a completely new certificate (AboutSSL.org 2020; Ludin 2019). 

2.1.3 Trust Store
All devices come with the operating system which contains a list of root 

certificates also called trust anchors. Root Cas know the device public key 

which can be confirmed to other parties. A trust store contains the most trusted 

and largest CAs. Trust store validate the identity of the devices for other CA’s. 

Trust store also protects the device with trusted CA’s because they are 

preinstalled. If a CA certificate is not trusted by a device than all the certificates 

issued by that CA will not be trusted by that device or operating system. For 

example, the facebook.com certificate is issued by DigiCert High Assurance 

Server intermediatory CA (Error! Reference source not found.). DigiCert 

Figure 3:Facebook Certificate
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High Assurance Server Intermediatory CA is trusted by DigiCert root CA and 

is by default trusted by all operating systems and included in operating system 

trust store (Error! Reference source not found.). If these CA’s are not trusted 

by the device or operating system, the operating system will not be able to 

validate the identity of facebook.com and the user will see the error (Figure 5: 

Untrusted Certificate Error). CA’s mostly sign certificates using intermediatory 

CA’s and put different levels of separation between themselves and client root 

CA’s. Intermediate CA’s are functioning in the same way but have less 

authority of issuing certificate because of the responsibility of signing fewer 

certificates (Ludin 2019; GeoCerts Inc 2008).

2.1.4 Certificate Trust Chain
A client’s certificate chain can be traced back to a distinct root CA which ends 

with an entity (individual or business) from which all the trust originated. This 

Figure 5: Untrusted Certificate Error

Figure 4:DigiCert Certificate in Trust Store
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multi-level hierarchy of trust is termed a certificate chain. Each certificate is 

signed with the private key of signing CA (Figure 6: Certificate Trust Chain). A 

trust store is a reliable place but also the weakest link because of 

interconnecting among additional chains – often from other CA’s. A trust can 

be improved by signing the certificate by more than one CA as more than one 

CA validating the certificate. Several CA’s signing one certificate is labelled 

cross-signing (Connor Wilson 2020; Ludin 2019; Patrick Nohe 2019).

2.1.5 Cross Signing
The procedure of signing a certificate by two CA’s grants the certificate to 

validate trust by more than one CA is known as cross signing. Cross signing 

increases the trust within the network. If a private key of one CA’s cross-signed 

certificate is disclosed and all published certificates by that one CA are 

withdrawn, the degree of trust with additional CA still preserved without the 

need of redistributing certificate for compromised CA.

Figure 6: Certificate Trust Chain
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2.3 Encryption in PKI

Public key infrastructure uses combination of different encryption system to 

secure the communication between two parties. PKI uses symmetric 

cryptographic systems to encrypt the transmission and asymmetric 

cryptographic system to encrypt the symmetric crypto system encryption keys.

2.3.1 Symmetric Key Cryptography
The well-known and oldest method of encryption system, Symmetric Key 

Cryptography (also known as secret-key or shared-key cryptography) is the 

first data encryption technique where a hidden key is known to sender and 

receiver for encryption and decryption (Kumar et al. 2013; Chandra et al. 

2014). It’s a faster process but exchanging the key among parties is making it 

more of a security risk. Symmetric key sizes are typically 128 or 256 bits. 

Larger the key size, harder to crack but slow process. 

2.3.2 Asymmetric Key Cryptography
A complex and secure process, Asymmetric Key Cryptography, or public-key 

cryptography practice two different key. The public key is revealed to the public 

to encrypt the data, and the Private Key is kept secret for decryption (Kumar 

et al. 2013; Chandra et al. 2014). Asymmetric keys are typically 1024 or 2048 

bits. Keys smaller than 2048 bit are no longer considered safe to use.  

Increasing the key size increases the cryptographic function processing.

Figure 7:Symmetric Key
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Asymmetric keys are bigger than symmetric keys but need more 

computational power. Asymmetric keys are small so require less 

computational power. Symmetric keys have key distribution problem were 

distributing key from one to party to another party is risky and have the risk to 

key disclosure to third party. Asymmetric keys do not have this problem as 

long as the private key is kept secret. The public key can be distributed without 

worrying. Anyone can encrypt the data with a public key but can only decrypt 

with a private key.

2.4 Cryptographic Algorithms in PKI

2.4.1 Public-Key/ Asymmetric Encryption algorithms
Asymmetric cryptography uses RSA, Elliptic Curve or Diffie Hellman algorithm 

to create key pairs. These algorithms are using some of complex mathematical 

problems like factoring large numbers. It is extremely impossible for someone 

to reverse engineer the private key from public key, but it is computationally 

easy to generate key pairs and perform encryption and decryption functions. 

2.4.1.1 RSA (Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, Leonard Adleman)
In 1977 three mathematicians Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman 

first publicly described the algorithm which is based on prime factoring and is 

known as RSA. Factoring large integers is presumed to difficult or impossible 

and this mathematical difficulty is the core feature of RSA which keeps RSA 

safe. No efficient algorithm exists to factor large integers, so it is thought to be 

infeasible to fully decrypt RSA ciphertext. User generates key pair (public and 

private key) and share public key to public. Product of two large prime numbers 

with an auxiliary value are components of public and private key. Prime factors 

and private key are kept secret by user. Anyone with public key can only 

Figure 8: Asymmetric Key
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encrypt message and user with private key can only decrypt the message 

(Shamir 2003; Ludin 2019; Abood and Guirguis 2018).

2.4.1.2 ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography)
Neal Koblitz and Victor S. Miller in 1985 suggested the use of elliptic curves in 

cryptography. Discovering the discrete logarithm of a random elliptic curve 

element in connection to a publicly know base point is impossible which is core 

feature of elliptic curve cryptography. ECC relies on algebraic structure of 

elliptic curves. ECC have an advantage over RSA as the ECC key can be 

smaller than RSA, resulting in improved speed and security. But not all 

applications and services can operate with ECC based SSL certificate which 

is a major disadvantage of ECC (Miller 1986; Rahman and Azad 2014a).

2.4.1.3 Diffie Hellman
A method of securely exchanging cryptographic keys over public channel. 

Keys are jointly derived and not actually exchanged. Its also known as 

exponential key exchange. To produce decryption keys, numbers raised to 

specific powers based on not directly shared components. It’s a 

mathematically complex algorithm shared between parties in public network 

for secret communication, allowing parties to exchange private encryption 

keys (Diffie and Hellman 2019). Error! Reference source not found. shows 

NIST recommended key and their sizes.
Key Type Algorithms and Key Size

Digital Signature Keys for authentication RSA (2048 bits)

ECDSA (Curve P-256)

Digital Signature Keys for non-

repudiation

RSA (2048 bits)

ECDSA (Curves P-256 or P – 384)

CA Signing Keys RSA (2048 bits)

ECDSA (Curves P-256 or P-384)

Key Establishment Keys RSA (2048 bits)

Diffie-Hellman (2048 bits)

ECDH (Curves P-256 or P-384)
Table 1:Standard Key Size by NIST (FIPS PUB 180-4)
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2.4.2 Pre-Shared Key/ Symmetric Encryption Algorithms
Symmetric key algorithms use same key for encryption and decryption. There 

are two types of symmetric algorithms. Stream ciphers apply encryption on 

one bit at a time. Block ciphers apply encryption algorithm to a fixed block of 

data e.g., 64 bits, 128 bits, and 256 bits as a group. 64-bit block cipher will 

encrypt plain text to 64 bits ciphertext and so on. Currently block ciphers are 

mostly used encryption system because of fast processing. AES, DES, 3DES, 

and Blowfish are commonly used block cipher algorithms.

2.4.2.1 DES (Data Encryption Standards)
Used to be most popular block cipher which was used in several industries. 

Became standards in the US in 1977 and were now vulnerable to brute force 

and other attacks. DES uses 8 parity bits and remaining 56 bits for data.

2.4.2.2 3DES (Triple Data Encryption Standards)
Same as DES, 3DES perform same operations three times which makes it 

much stronger but three time slower than DES. It also uses block size of 64 

bits with 8 parity bits and 56 key bits. Many organisations found it slow, so it 

never became the successor of DES.

2.4.2.3 AES (Advanced Encryption Standards)
Advanced encryption standard is most widely used block cipher in the work 

with a block cipher of 128 bits, 192 bits and 256 bits. Longer the key, stronger 

the encryption but slower the processing. AES is US federal government 

standard for encryption NIST FIPS 197 (National Institute of Standards and 

Technology 2001).

2.4.2.4 Blowfish
A royalty free and unpatented encryption system which is also a popular like 

AES. It supports variable-length key from 42 bits to 448 bits.
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2.4.2.5 RC4
One of most widely used stream cipher used in WEP, WPA and TLS. Recent 

studies revealed that RC4 is vulnerable to many attacks so bit software 

companies like Microsoft and Mozilla not recommending this algorithm and 

recommend using another algorithm where possible. RFC 7465 prohibits use 

of RC4 in TLS.

2.4.3 Cryptographic Hash Functions/Algorithm
A condensed representation of message of a primitive cryptographic algorithm 

is called hash function. It is a one-way function which takes an arbitrary length 

input and produce a predetermined length output also called message digest 

or hash value. These are extremely difficult to invert and reversing the process 

(hash value back to input) is practically impossible. Approved hash functions 

are specified by NIST in FIPS 180, FIPS 202 and SP 800-185 (May and 

Pritzker 2012). Table 2 shows the properties of hash algorithm.

Algorithm Message Size 
(bits)

Block Size (bits) Message Digest 
Size (bits)

SHA-1 <264 512 160

SHA-224 <264 512 224

SHA-256 <264 512 256

SHA-384 <2128 1024 384

SHA-512 <2128 1024 512

SHA-512/224 <2128 1024 224

SHA-512/256 <2128 1024 256

Table 2: Hash Algorithm Properties (FIPS PUB 180-4)

2.5 Secure Socket Layer/ Transport Layer Security 

(SSL/TLS)

PKI is the set of hardware, software, policies, procedures, and people needed 

to create, store, distribute, use, manage and revoke digital certificates issued 
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by CA. PKI uses a hybrid cryptosystem and benefits from using both 

symmetric and asymmetric systems. Secure socket layer or SSL is an internet 

security protocol based on encryption. In 1995 Netscape developed this 

protocol to ensure data integrity, authentication and privacy of data when 

communicating over the internet. Web is using two protocols HTTP (Hyper 

Text Transfer Protocol) and HTTPS (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure) to 

transfer data from server to client over web. HTTP communication is insecure 

so data transfer as plain text from server to client or client to server. But 

HTTPS adds the security layer by adding SSL in HTTPS protocol, so data 

transmission is encrypted when travelling across the wires or while in the air. 

SSL using SSL certificates issued by trusted CA’s. SSL digitally signs data 

which ensures. 

data integrity so both sides can verify that data is not tampered during 

transmission. Originally, data was transmitted as plain text over 

communication channels so intercepted messages where readable. SSL was 

created to protect the privacy of user so any transmission between user and 

web server is secure with an extra layer of encryption. SSL not only provides 

encryption but authentication, authorization, validation, and many more to stop 

cyber-attacks. Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) proposed an update in 

SSL in 1999 and called it TLS (Transport Layer Security) but both terms are 

being used interchangeably. SSL implemented on the website when an SSL 

certificate is used on the server. SSL certificate works like an identity card 

which proves the identity of website. CA’s are responsible for issuing SSL 

Figure 9: HTTP Connection

Figure 10: HTTPS Connection
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certificates and have many types like Single-domain, Wildcard, Multi-domain, 

Domain Validation, Organization Validation, Extended Validation etc. if a 

business or user want to obtain SSL certificates, they generate the CSR 

(certificate signing request) which includes many properties and encoded as 

Base-64 PEM format. A CSR includes below properties. 

 Common Name: Server (FQDN) fully qualified domain name

 Organization: Name of Legal Entity

 Organizational Unit: Department or Division who is handling the 

certificate.

 Locality: City or address

 Country

 Email address: Organization contact 

 Public key: Organization Public key that will go to SSL certificate.

Below is an example of Base-64 encoded CSR.

-----BEGIN NEW CERTIFICATE REQUEST-----

MIICLjCCAZcCAQAwADCBnzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOBjQAwgYkCgYEAqj

huv9at

DV9HYc1eQ2Hl19bmvm9u/2SlxS7B1dPdGXpJ1xpvNMHhxV9d8z0pvmM7Euja

n14V

dj/Pg329Q9fLdoHUfr35GAMKS0TbiO3szXPYClzydv7eQbhnbA4sRhVOFl2Vo7I

x

ASJQNdtIAPr+4pNr8ZgwaYBipkNpFBYcvPECAwEAAaCB7TAcBgorBgEEAYI3

DQID

MQ4WDDEwLjAuMTkwNDIuMjAuBgkqhkiG9w0BCQ4xITAfMB0GA1UdDgQWB

BTif41L

LKSkoyTn1XNxMZTeoQJUODA1BgkrBgEEAYI3FRQxKDAmAgEFDAVGUy1U

UAwRTVlM
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QUhPUkVcZmFpc2FsLnMMB01NQy5FWEUwZgYKKwYBBAGCNw0CAjFYMF

YCAQAeTgBN

AGkAYwByAG8AcwBvAGYAdAAgAFMAbwBmAHQAdwBhAHIAZQAgAEsAZQ

B5ACAAUwB0

AG8AcgBhAGcAZQAgAFAAcgBvAHYAaQBkAGUAcgMBADANBgkqhkiG9w0B

AQsFAAOB

gQAkBzku2vKuG3FyWk980tSJA1AKd4JZt93U1DDqyFpbu7H1/MehswKOJk4Q

Cm1q

X+2M1ksS+QiE16gQprFLoffVltTZd1KD2RWefcEJglUv6Xa+t1rM2QtDz6HSIRv/

hLhGDJtyzJCnZSXdpRHsTWdIehMBDZHeEQZt+m3+IJjX+Q==

-----END NEW CERTIFICATE REQUEST-----

Generated CSR is than sent to CA to issue an SSL/TLS certificate. CA issues 

the certificate based on details provided in CSR after validation. An SSL is a 

data file hosted on webserver. It contains a lot of information about the identity 

presenting the certificate to user. It provides the public key which is necessary 

to pen a TLS connection. It authenticates that a client is talking to correct 

server and domain. The CA will sing the certificate with its own private key. 

After a certificate is issues and installed on the server. Website is ready to use 

the TSL. Secure Socket Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer Security (TLS) 

certificates contain asymmetric public and private key pair and SSL 

handshake used symmetric key cryptography. Secure Socket Layer (SSL) is 

the direct predecessor of Transport Layer Security (TLS) but both terms are 

often used interchangeably and confused (Digicert 2020; Chris Kemmerer 

2015).
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TLS is designed to secure Internet communication using encryption protocol. 

TLS encryption process kicks off with the handshake process. TLS handshake 

process involves acknowledging communication parties, verify each other and 

establish the encryption algorithms they will use on session keys. Whenever 

a visitor uses HTTPS to visit a website and type address in a browser, browser 

query the website server, a TLS handshake takes place after a TCP 

connection is opened over a TCP handshake. During the handshake process 

client sends “hello” message to the server which includes client supported TLS 

version, cipher suites and “client random”. Server responds with server “hello” 

message containing the SSL certificate, server chosen cipher suite and ‘server 

random’. Client authenticates server SSL certificate with issuing authority to 

verify the ownership. Client generates the “premaster secret” and encrypt it 

with public key provided in server certificate and send this to server called key 

exchange process which is very important in PKI. Any successful attack on 

public key algorithm can affect this key exchange process and disclose the 

premaster key to an attacker. Server decrypts the premaster secret with 

private key. Both client and server generate session keys from the client 

random, the server random and the premaster secret. Client encrypts 

Figure 11: TLS Handshake
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“finished” message with generated session key and send to server. Server 

encrypts “finished” message with generated session key to client. Both client 

and server have same session key which can be use until the TCP session is 

alive Figure 11.

2.6 Vulnerabilities in TLS/SSL 

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) are 

process and procedures which are also vulnerable to different kind of attacks.  

Major vulnerabilities in TLS/SSL protocols were found in past. 

2.6.1 Browser Exploit Against SSL/TLS (BEAST) NIST 

NVD CVE-2011-3389
Main-in-the-middle technique disclosed in September 2011 and effects the 

browsers using SSL 3.0 and TLS 1.0. Attacker takes advantage of a 

vulnerability in Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) implementation in TLS 1.0 

registered in NIST NVD database as CVE-2011-3389.  Attackers inject crafted 

packets into SSL stream and guess Initialization Vectors with injected crafted 

message.

2.6.2 Compression Ratio info-leak Made Easy (CRIME) 

NIST NVD CVE-2012-4929.
Compression is an optional method used in Client Hello message. Attackers 

replace repeated sequences of byte with a pointer to sequence first instances. 

Higher compression ration effects bigger the sequences of bytes. Attackers 

inject different characters and monitor the size of the response. Attacker can 

reconstruct the data from the sequence of bytes.
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2.6.3 Browser Reconnaissance and Exfiltration via 

Adaptive compression of Hypertext (BREACH) NIST NVD 

CVE-2013-3587
BREACH was announced by Thai Duong and Juliano Rizzo in 2012 (Harris 

and Gluck 2013). Attacker can get information leaked by compression function 

by recovering targeted parts of plaintext. Attacker must have the ability of 

injecting partially chosen plaintext into the requests and also the measure the 

encrypted traffic size (Harris and Gluck 2013).

2.6.4 Heartbleed NIST NVD CVE-2014-0160
A critical vulnerability found in OpenSSL library. Client sends heartbeat 

message to the server with a payload. The server responds with same 

heartbeat request as per client. If client sent false data length, it receives the 

response with data send by client and random data from the memory to meet 

the length specified by the sender (National Vulnerability Database).

2.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter begins with the history of network and data security and how it 

evolved and then provided a comprehensive review of existing public key 

infrastructure. Then discussed the components of PKI, its processes and how 

it is using different encryption algorithms to ensure the confidentiality, integrity 

and authentication. This chapter also discusses the digital certificate life cycle, 

trust store and trust chain. Next this chapter analysis and compare different 

symmetric and asymmetric key algorithms. At the end it also discusses the 

vulnerabilities in TLS and SSL. 
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Chapter 3: Cryptography
Following the objectives defined in chapter 1, this chapter investigates the 

existing key distribution mechanisms starting with a comprehensive review of 

prime numbers based asymmetric key cryptographic system RSA in section 

2.2, along with an in-depth analysis of its strengths and weaknesses. Section 

2.4 provides a thorough analytical overview of quantum physics and its use in 

computer systems security, where we discuss the critical properties of 

subatomic parties (e.g., light, photons, and polarisation of light)

3.1 Introduction
Cryptography is a means to protect the data in computers. It is the study of the 

techniques used to communicate and store information secretly without being 

intercepted by third parties. Mathematics and number theory is the core of 

Modern cryptography, and it has three main objectives: confidentiality, 

integrity, and authentication. Procedures, algorithms, and protocols that meet 

some or all these objectives are known as cryptosystems, which are virtually 

mathematical procedures implemented in computer programs.

3.2 RSA Algorithm
In 1977, 3 MIT researchers Ron Rivets, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adelman 

(Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman, 1983), proposed a Public- Key cryptography 

called RSA. The RSA uses “n”, a product of two substantial prime numbers “p” 

and “q” normally 100s of digits long.

1. Choose two prime number p & q and find the product n1

𝑛 = 𝑝 ∗ 𝑞

2. Calculate Φ (n)

Φ(𝑛) = (𝑝 ― 1)(𝑞 ― 1)

3. Elect an integer ‘e’ such that. 

1 p & q is hidden due to the difficulty of factoring large numbers
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𝑒 ∈  {2, 3, 4, ....Φ(𝑛) ―  1} 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑔𝑐𝑑(𝑒, Φ(𝑛)) =  1

4. Calculate “d” where

𝑑 =  𝑑 ∗  𝑒(𝑚𝑜𝑑Φ(𝑛)) =  1

As we found out the values (n, e, and d), we can use them to make the key 

pairs. The public key is made of ‘e’ and ‘n’ and used by the public for 

encryption.

Public Key = (e, n)

The private key consists of "d" and "n", and use for decryption and kept secret 

from the public.

Private Key = (d, n)

After finding the key pairs, public and private keys are ready, which we can 

use to encrypt and decrypt data. Encryption function uses public exponent ‘e’ 

& modulus ‘n’ to encrypt the message "M" to Cipher Text "C"

C = M emod(n)

Decryption function uses private exponent 'd’ & and modulus ‘n’ to decryption 

Cipher Text ‘C’ to message "M."

M = C dmod(n)

where

M = Message to encrypt

C = Cipher Text

e = Public Exponent d = Private Exponent n = Modulus

3.2.1 Analysis of RSA

To find the importance of QKD, we decided to investigate the strengths and 

weaknesses of cryptographic algorithm RSA. We used python programming 

language for the implementation of RSA mentioned in the Literature Review. 

We separated the RSA algorithm in three sections.
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1            Key Generation Function

2            Encryption Function

3            Decryption Function

 

After generating key pairs, we use those key pairs in encryption function to 

encrypt data with a public key generated in the first step. When we got the 

ciphertext, we used decryption function to decrypt ciphertext with the private 

key generated in the first section. Then we tried to find out the strength of the 

RSA algorithm by randomly making a product ‘n’ of “p” & “q” prime numbers,’ 

and we also took another batch of random numbers with different bit lengths 

having a product "n” of more than two prime numbers. To calculate factoring 

time, we put both of these batches of numbers into another python program, 

which calculated the amount of time for factorisation, and we compare the 

results.

3.2.2 Basis Implementation of RSA

Below is a basic implementation of the RSA encryption system? 

 

1.    Key Generation: Python code in (see Figure 12) takes two parameters p & 

q and generates the key pairs which we then use for encryption and 

decryption.
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fromf ract i ons i mport gcd
i mport sys

i f l en( sys. argv) != 3:
pri nt( "requi red argument s ' p' and ' q' are mi ssi ng")
exi t ( 0)

p = i nt ( sys. argv[ 1] )
q = i nt ( sys. argv[ 2] )
n = p*q
f i = ( p- 1) *( q- 1)
e = 0
d = 0

for x i n range( 2, f i - 1) :
i f gcd( x, f i ) == 1:

e = x
break

whi l e True:
i f ( ( x*e) %f i ) == 1 and x != p and x != q and x!= e:

d = x
break

x = x + 1
Figure 12: Python Code of Key Pair Generation

2.    Encryption: Python Code in (see Figure 13Figure 12) encrypts the message 

with encryption function by using the public key generated in step 1.
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def mai n( ) :
msg = i nput ( "Message to Encrypt : ")
modul us = i nput ( "Modul us Val ue : ")
n = i nt ( modul us)
exponent = i nput ( "Publ i c Exponent Val ue : ")
e = i nt ( exponent )
pri nt( "Ci pher Text i s : %d"%( Encrypt ( e, n, Encode( msg) ) ) )

def Encrypt ( e, n, message) :
CI PHER = 0
type( CI PHER)
CI PHER = ( message**e) %n
return CI PHER

def Encode( st r i ng) :
MESSAGE = 0
MESSAGE = "". j oi n( "{: 02x}". f ormat ( ord( c) ) for c i n st r i ng) ;
MESSAGE = i nt ( MESSAGE, 16) ;
return MESSAGE

i f __name__=="__mai n__":
mai n( )

Figure 13: Python Code to Encrypt the Message

3.    Decryption: Python Code in (see Figure 14) decrypts the message (Encrypted 

with code in listing 2) with decryption function by using the private key generated 

in step 1.
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def mai n( ) :
ci pher = i nput ( "Ci pher to Decrypt : ")
modul us = i nput ( "Modul us Val ue : ")
n = i nt ( modul us)
exponent = i nput ( "Pr i vate Exponent Val ue : ")
d = i nt ( exponent )
msg = Decrypt ( d, n, i nt ( ci pher ) ) ;
pri nt( "Decrypted Message i s : %s"%Decode( msg) )

def Decrypt ( d, n, ci pher ) :
MESSAGE = 0
MESSAGE = ( ci pher**d) %n;
return MESSAGE;

def Decode( st r i ng) :
output = hex( st r i ng) [ 2: ] ;
output = ' ' . j oi n( chr ( i nt ( output [ i : i +2] , 16) )

for i i n range( 0, l en( output ) , 2) ) ;
return output ;

i f __name__ == "__mai n__":
mai n( )

Figure 14: Python Code to Decrypt the Message

3.2.3 Strength of RSA

One of the challenging problems is factoring large integers is known to 

mathematics and computer science (Papanikolaou 2005; Bruss et al. 2007) 

because of the associated time constraints and high consumption of 

computational resources. Due to this, most of the current asymmetric 

encryption systems (e.g., RSA) uses this approach. In RSA, the public key is 

(e, n) where e is the exponent available publically, and the “n” is the product 

of p & q (Prime Number), and (d, n) where d is private exponent and kept 

secret while “n” is the product of p & q. In both public and private keys, "n" is 

the same, and this is the only point which kept the RSA system secure until 

now. Because factoring the product of two prime numbers requires a 

considerable volume of computer resources and processing power and 

available algorithms.
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No n = (p * q) Bits No n = (p * q) Bits

1 6 8 21 10223636543 34

2 15 8 22 133928254783 37

3 35 8 23 629056485481 40

4 77 8 24 999944000663 40

5 437 9 25 1047505169429 40

6 1763 11 26 9034066380047 44

7 4087 12 27 47878585819019 46

8 7387 13 28 97583592477697 47

9 16637 15 29 147797106284521 48

10 164009 18 30 237950180461457 48

11 837209 20 31 361070211125287 49

12 974153 20 32 901253340041777 50

13 1127843 21 33 34968979556477003 55

14 5303773 23 34 92908743509996179 57

15 37088099 26 35 377499997769145583 59

16 97732771 27 36 827624234367846589 60

17 106811069 27 37 3563376052166335549 62

18 1247289193 31 38 22243843862922601853 65

19 4553303437 33 39 44581935641135793917 66

20 9729849599 34 40 84601150287111928409 67
Table 3: Sample Data product of 2 Prime Numbers

We took two different data sets to calculate the factoring time. Numbers in 

dataset 1 (see Table 2.1) are the product of 2 prime numbers, and numbers in 

dataset 2 in (see Table 2.2) are the product of more than two prime numbers. 

Both of these data sets have been processed by the python code (see Figure 

2.6) to calculate the amount of time it takes to find the factors of these 

numbers. As per results, when the number of bits started increasing the 

amount of time started increasing enormously, this is because of the limited 

computer resources, time constraint, and available algorithm for factoring. 

Figure 8 represents the graph of data in (see Figure 2.7), which is the result of 

data (see Table 2.1) processed by python code (see Figure 2.6) shows the 

amount of time a computer system took to factor product n from “p” and “q”. 
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Sample data is in (see Table 2.2), which includes the number of digits, “n” is 

the produce of prime numbers “p” and “q”, and the number of bits in n. When 

the number of bits is from 8 bits to 49 bits, the computer system found the 

prime factors in less than a second. However, when the number of bits 

increased from 50 bits onwards, the amount of time for factoring also 

increased enormously, and it took 4372753 milliseconds (72.87 minutes) to 

calculate the factor [8589935681, 9848868889] of “n” 

84601150287111928409 which is 67 bits long. The minimum recommended 

bit length of RSA n is 2048 bits long (Abood and Guirguis 2018), and thus, 

current computer resources are not able to factor ‘n’ of 2048 bits in the distant 

future.

No n =(p * q) Bits No n = (p * q) bits

1 8 8 21 10223636580 34

2 16 8 22 133928254792 37

3 36 8 23 629056485488 40

4 78 8 24 999944000678 40

5 440 9 25 1047505169446 40

6 1780 11 26 9034066380056 44

7 4090 12 27 47878585819038 46

8 7388 13 28 97583592477898 47

9 16638 15 29 147797106284542 48

10 164020 18 30 237950180461478 48

11 837240 20 31 361070211125298 49

12 974160 20 32 901253340041784 50

13 1127860 21 33 34968979556477080 55

14 5303778 23 34 92908743509996196 57

15 37088190 26 35 377499997769145592 59

16 97732782 27 36 827624234367846680 60

17 106811076 27 37 3563376052166335650 62

18 1247289198 31 38 22243843862922601952 65

19 4553303444 33 39 44581935641135793990 66

20 9729849610 34 40 84601150287111928780 67
Table 4: Sample Data product of more than 2 Prime Numbers
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i mport csv
i mport sys
i mport t i me

def mai n( ) :
f i l e = open( ' Pr i me. csv' , ' r ' )
reader = csv. reader ( f i l e)

for row i n reader :
rawData = [ ] ;
rawData = recordData( i nt ( row[ 0] ) , row[ 1] ) ;
pri nt( rawData) ;

def recordData( n, numberOf Di gi t s) :
data = [ ] ;
f act = [ ] ;
st ar t Ti me = i nt ( round( t i me. t i me( ) *1000) ) ;
f act= Pr i meFactor ( n) ;
endTi me = i nt ( round( t i me. t i me( ) *1000) ) ;
data. append( n) ;
data. append( i nt ( numberOf Di gi t s) ) ;
data. append( star t Ti me) ;
data. append( endTi me) ;
data. append( endTi me- star t Ti me) ;
data. append( l i st ( map( i nt , f act ) ) ) ;
return data;

def Pr i meFactor ( n) :
i = 2;
f actors = [ ] ;
whi l e i * i <= n:

i f n %i :
i += 1;

el se:
n / / = i
f actors. append( i ) ;

i f n > 1:
f actors. append( n) ;

return f actors;

i f __name__ == "__mai n__":
mai n( )

Figure 15: Python Code of Factoring Numbers
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No n bits
tim

e
p q

1 6 8 0 2 3

2 15 8 0 3 5

3 35 8 0 5 7

4 77 8 0 7 11

5 437 9 0 19 23

6 1763 11 0 41 43

7 4087 12 0 61 67

8 7387 13 0 83 89

9 16637 15 0 127 131

10 164009 18 0 401 409

11 837209 20 0 911 919

12 974153 20 0 983 991

13 1127843 21 0 1061 1063

14 5303773 23 0 2297 2309

15 37088099 26 0 6089 6091

16 97732771 27 0 9871 9901

17 106811069 27 0 10301 10369

18 1247289193 31 0 35281 35353

19 4553303437 33 0 66863 68099

20 9729849599 34 0 98639 98641

21 10223636543 34 0 101111 101113

22 133928254783 37 0 363889 368047

23 629056485481 40 0 789121 797161

24 999944000663 40 0 999961 999983

25 1047505169429 40 0 1023467 1023487

26 9034066380047 44 0 3001003 3010349

27 47878585819019 46 0 6866683 6972593

28 97583592477697 47 0 9876413 9880469

29 147797106284521 48 0 12121787 12192683

30 237950180461457 48 0 15365639 15485863

31 361070211125287 49 0 18873497 19131071

32 901253340041777 50 0 30000001 30041777

33 34968979556477003 55 1 172909271 202238893
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34 92908743509996179 57 2 261305843 355555553

35 377499997769145583 59 4 531667127 710030729

36 827624234367846589 60 7 838997101 986444689

37 3563376052166335549 62 12 1477271183 2412134003

38 22243843862922601853 65 31 3738668363 5949670231

39 44581935641135793917 66 56 6554443333 6801788249

40 84601150287111928409 67 73 8589935681 9848868889
Table 5:Time calculation of Prime Factors of 2 Numbers
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Table 6: Time to factor 'n' with 2 Prime Numbers Graph

s.no n bits time Primes

1 8 8 0 2-2-2

2 16 8 0 2-2-2-2

3 36 8 0 2-2-3-3

4 78 8 0 2-3-13

5 440 9 0 2-2-2-5-11

6 1780 11 0 2-2-5-89

7 4090 12 0 2-5-409

8 7388 13 0 2-2-1847

9 16638 15 0 2-3-47-59
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10 164020 18 0 2-2-5-59-139

11 837240 20 0 2-2-2-3-5-6977

12 974160 20 0 2-2-2-2-3-3-3-5-11-41

13 1127860 21 0 2-2-5-56393

14 5303778 23 0 2-3-883963

15 37088190 26 0 2-3-3-5-19-23-23-41

16 97732782 27 0 2-3-3-7-233-3329

17 106811076 27 0 2-2-3-8900923

18 1247289198 31 0 2-3-101-2058233

19 4553303444 33 0 2-2-557-2043673

20 9729849610 34 0 2-5-13-74844997

21 10223636580 34 0 2-2-3-3-5-113-181-2777

22 133928254792 37 0 2-2-2-47-67-5316301

23 629056485488 40 0 2-2-2-2-173-227260291

24 999944000678 40 0 2-7-7-17-17419-34457

25 1047505169446 40 0 2-523752584723

26 9034066380056 44 0 2-2-2-1129258297507

27 47878585819038 46 0 2-3-3-13-23-8896058309

28 97583592477898 47 0 2-48791796238949

29 147797106284542 48 0 2-11-11-11-13-59-347-208609

30 237950180461478 48 0 2-5009-23752263971

31 361070211125298 49 0 2-3-73883-814509001

32 901253340041784 50 0 2-2-2-3-349-228773-470333

33 34968979556477080 55 0 2-2-2-5-41-557-6277-6098623

34 92908743509996196 57 0 2-2-3-41-188838909573163

35 377499997769145592 59 0 2-2-2-11-4289772701922100

36 827624234367846680 60 1 2-2-2-5-20690605859196100

37 3563376052166335650 62 0

2-3-5-5-7-17-349-277087-

2064343

38

2224384386292260195

2 65 4 2-2-2-2-2-695120120716331000

39

4458193564113579399

0 66 0 2-3-5-157-9465379117013960

40

8460115028711192878

0 67 10 2-2-5-4230057514355596439
Table 7:Time calculation of Prime Factors of more than 2 Numbers
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Figure 16: Time to factor 'n' with more than 2 Prime Numbers Graph:

Figure 17:Comparison Graph

RSA use is in application like digital signatures, hybrid encryption schemes. 

The purpose of the private key of RSA is crucial in symmetric key exchange 

during the SSL/TLS session establishment and authentication. RSA is a 

resource-intensive and slow algorithm, so it is used mostly used to encrypt 

symmetric key during SSL session establishment and is a part of public key 

infrastructure. Figure 18 explains how the use of the symmetric key in the SSL 

session establishment process. Server and Client exchange their symmetric 
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key for encryption and decryption of application data before transmitting it to 

the communication channel by encrypting and decrypting it with RSA key pairs 

(GeoCerts Inc 2008).

 asymmetric public key of server sent to client.

 a symmetric session key than created and transmitted to the server 

after encryption.

 Session key decrypts by the server using the private key to obtain the 

symmetric session key.

 Data encryption happens between the server and the client with the 

symmetric session key.

 A new session key would be created for each new session.

Figure 18:Key Exchange in SSL/TLS

Figure 19 explains an example of an SSL certificate presented by the server to 

the browser with public key information which browser use to encrypt the 

symmetric key generated for that specific session. 

 

Most widely used public-key cryptographic system is the RSA, especially in 

securing web traffic of SSL/TLS to transfer symmetric key from one party to 

another. The main reason for RSA success is the simplicity of the algorithm 

but the complexity of factoring large prime numbers. A public key is of two 

parts. 

N = (product of large primes P & Q)

E = (Public Exponent)

 

Both numbers are part of the public key and known to the public when it 

comes to internet communication. If we have a fast and efficient algorithm 

that can factors large numbers easily and quickly, then P & Q can be 
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generated because N is already known. Moreover, 'D' is easily calculated 

when P, Q, and E are known.

𝑑 =  𝑑 ∗  𝑒(𝑚𝑜𝑑Φ(𝑛)) =  1

Figure 19:Example of SSL Certificate (hsbc.co.uk)
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3.3 Elliptic Curve Cryptographic Algorithm (ECC)

Another approach to public-key cryptography is Elliptic Curve Cryptography 

which is based on the properties of elliptic curves proposed in 1985 by Neal 

Koblitz and Victor Miller. Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm problem is the core 

of Elliptic Curve Cryptography where elliptic curve  is defined by be equation 

(Rahman and Azad 2014b). (Figure 20)

𝑦^2 + 𝑥𝑦 = 𝑥^3 + 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏^ †

Figure 20: Elliptic Curve R=P+Q

3.3.1 Elliptic Curves Operations

Identifying two points on the curve is a crucial property of elliptic curve to find 

a third point on the same curve to satisfy the addition properties to form a finite 

Abelian group. It also needs an extra zero point on the curve but does not 

satisfy elliptic curve equation. Distinct points on the curve including point zero 
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is the order of the curve.  

3.3.2 Cryptography
Alice and Bob agree on non-secret elliptic curve and a fixed curve point F. 

Alice chooses a secret random integer  as her public key. Alice sends 𝐴𝑃 = 𝐴𝑘𝐹

a message to Bob by computing secret key . Bob calculates , since 𝐴𝑘𝐵𝑝 𝐵𝑘𝐴𝑝

𝐵𝑘𝐴𝑝 =  𝐵𝑘(𝐴𝑘𝐹) =  𝐴𝑘(𝐵𝑘𝐹) =  𝐴𝑘𝐵𝑝

The security assumes that it is difficult to compute k give F and kF.

3.3.3 Choosing The fixed Point.

We will have aP = bP for some a and b, b>a. This means that cP = 0 when c= 

ba. The order of the point is the smallest c for which this is valid, and c must 

divide the order of the curve. The curve and fixed point are chosen in such a 

way that the order of the fixed-point F is a big prime number for optimum 

security. This is calculated using Schoof's Algorithm [IKNY98], which 

determines the order of the curve. To avoid such future attacks, the order of 

the fixed point should also satisfy the MOV condition. As far as we know, if the 

order of the fixed-point F is an n-bit prime, computing k from kF and F takes 

around 2 n/2 minutes with the above provisions.

Therefore elliptic curves are appealing: they allow public keys and signatures 

to be much smaller than with RSA while retaining the same degree of 

protection.

3.3.4 Downside of Elliptic Curve

There have been some doubts and uncertainties in the field of elliptic curves 

that have prevented them from being completely accepted by anyone in the 

industry.
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The Dual Elliptic Curve Deterministic Random Bit Generator (Dual EC DRBG) 

has been in the news recently. The National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) has standardized and supported this random number 

generator. Using the mathematics of elliptic curves, Dual EC DRBG produces 

random-looking numbers. The algorithm entails repeatedly performing an 

elliptic curve "dot" operation on points on a curve. It was later confirmed that it 

could have been built with a backdoor, implying that anyone with the right 

secret number could completely predict the sequence of numbers returned. 

RSA recently issued a recall for a number of products. RSA recently issued a 

product recall because this random number generator was set as the default 

PRNG for their line of security products. Whether or not this random number 

generator was written with a backdoor has no effect on the elliptic curve 

technology's power, but it does raise concerns about the elliptic curve 

standardization process. It's also one of the reasons, as we've previously 

mentioned, that you should pay attention to making sure your device is using 

enough random numbers. In a future blog post, we'll look into how a loophole 

might be snuck into this algorithm's specification.

Some of the world's most sceptic cryptographers now have a general 

scepticism of NIST and the standards it has released, which have been 

endorsed by the NSA. Almost all elliptic curves that are commonly used fall 

into this group. Although there have been no confirmed attacks on these 

special curves, which were chosen for their efficient arithmetic, bad curves still 

exist, and some people think it is safer to be safe than sorry. Outside of NIST, 

progress has been made in creating curves with efficient arithmetic, such as 

Daniel Bernstein's (djb) curve 25519 and more recently computed curves by 

Paulo Baretto and collaborators, though widespread adoption of these curves 

is still years away.Browsers would not be able to use these non-traditional 

curves for securing cryptographic transport on the network until they are 

enforced.

Another source of elliptic curve cryptography uncertainty is patents. 

BlackBerry owns over 130 patents that cover basic applications of elliptic 

curves (through their 2009 acquisition of Certicom). Many of these patents 
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were approved for use by private companies and even the National Security 

Agency (NSA). This has made some developers wonder if their ECC 

implementations infringe on this patent portfolio. Certicom sued Sony in 2007 

for using elliptic curves in some of its goods, but the case was dismissed in 

2009. Many implementations of elliptic curve cryptography are now commonly 

used and are thought to not infringe on these patents.

In contrast to RSA, the ECDSA digital signature has the disadvantage of 

having a good source of entropy. The private key could be discovered if there 

isn't enough randomness. In early 2013, hackers exploited a vulnerability in 

Android's random number generator to discover the ECDSA private key used 

to secure many people's bitcoin wallets. A similar flaw existed in Sony's 

implementation of ECDSA on the PlayStation. On the computer that creates 

the signatures, a reliable source of random numbers is needed. Dual EC 

DRBG isn't a good idea (Sullivan 2013).

With far smaller key sizes, ECC can provide the same cryptographic quality 

as an RSA-based system. A 256-bit ECC key, for example, is proportionate to 

Figure 22: ECC & RSA Comparison

Figure 21: RSA & ECC Key size
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RSA 3072-bit keys (which are 50 percent longer than the 2048-bit keys 

commonly utilized nowadays). TLS's most recent, most secure symmetric 

calculations (e.g., AES) use at least 128-bit keys, so it's only natural that the 

hilter kilter keys have at least this degree of protection.

3.4 Public Key Cryptography Limitations
The reason asymmetric encryption is secure because of limited computer 

resources and prime factoring algorithms. The main strength of public-key 

cryptography is also the main weakness of this algorithm because it is not easy 

to find the prime factors of ‘n’. If scientist, govt agencies or mathematicians 

develop a procedure which can calculate the factors of ‘n’ quickly, then "d" of 

the private key can be calculated by using ‘e’ and ‘n’ of the public key.
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Chapter 4: Quantum Physics
The study of energy and matter comes from Greek knowledge of nature, 

defined the word ‘Physics,’ which aims to analyse and understand how the 

universe works. It covers everything from sound and light to nuclear science 

and geology (Jones 2018).

4.1 Matter

Material inhabits space. It has mass termed matter and is the core of any 

physical substances, composed of atoms having protons and neutrons in its 

nucleus and electrons spinning around the nucleus. (Jones 2014, 2018) as 

shown in Figure 23.

 Electrons are a negatively charge at the subatomic level.

 Protons are charged positively at the subatomic level.

 Neutron is not charged electrically at the subatomic level.

 Atom nucleus contains a positive electric charge with the same size of 

Protons and Neutrons. 

 Outside of an atom are electrons circling.

Energy is a discrete unit called quanta, and Quantum physics explains the 

behavior and nature at the subatomic level (Jones, 2016).

4.2 Key Properties of Subatomic Particles

Energy is not continuous but is a discrete unit.

 The momentum of subatomic particles is entirely random.

 We cannot know the Precise momentum and movement of subatomic 

Figure 23: Structure of an Atom (Jones 2018)
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particles at the same time.

 Subatomic sometime behaves like a wave and some time like a particle.

Light and matter made up of particles, having properties like a wave. Photons 

are the components of light, while electrons, protons, neutrons are the 

components of matter (Buonomano 1987).

4.3 Light

The electromagnetic spectrum has a subpart called light made up of a particle 

called a photon. The smallest amount of transportable energy is called photon 

and can travel in discrete quanta. Photons are a bundle of energy which does 

not have any mass so they cannot be in a motionless state but have a constant 

speed (Jones, 2016).

Basic properties of photons

 Constant Speed.

 Contain Zero Mass.

 No motionless state and carry energy.

 When radiation is absorbed, they can be destroyed and.
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4.4 Wave-Particle Weirdness

Subatomic particles behave like waves as well as particles. Light consists of 

particles called photons, but it has also acted like a wave (see Figure 2.15). In 

a double-slit experiment, when photons fires, they end up striking only one 

point on the distant adjacent screen while transient through double slits one 

by one. This experiment shows the properties of particles. Sequential hits build 

up an interfering form, which are the properties of a wave and mathematically 

know as wave function and quantum state of the system in quantum 

mechanics (Wiesner, 1983).

Figure 24:Double Slit Experiment

4.5 Polarisation

The polarization of the wave is a property of electromagnetic particle emission, 

in which scale and course of the electric field are vibrating in an explicit model. 

The process of changing electric field vibration in a specific orientation is called 

polarisation, this process transforms Unpolarized light into a polarised light 

(see Figure 2.16 & Figure 2.17) (Odeh et al., 2013).

Figure 25:Polarization of Light
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Figure 26:Polarized and Unpolarised Light

4.6 Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle

At the subatomic level, we can only find one property of a subatomic particle 

with certainty, e.g., position and momentum of the particle. It describes how 

the measurement of the position would disturb the conjugate property 

momentum of the particle; if we get the precise values of one, it is impossible 

to get the exact values of others. It states that measuring the position x and 

the momentum p of a particle with absolute precision is not possible (Odeh et 

al. 2013). In QKD, the polarisation of the photons uses a different basis 

because of photons exchanges through fibre optic for key exchange purposes. 

The more accurate the measurement of subatomic particle position is, the less 

precise is the momentum measurement of that particle and vice versa.

4.7 No Cloning Theorem

It is not possible to make copies of the unknown quantum state. In QKD, Alice, 

the sender, generates the binary key and encode/entangle them with the 

polarisation of photons and transmit the stream of photons to Bob, the 

receiver, over a quantum channel. Eve cannot copy the steam of photons, 

identify the polarisation, make a copy of that photon and send it to Bob (Odeh 

et al. 2013).

4.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter began by explaining the symmetric and asymmetric encryption 

systems which are being used in today’s world to secure the communication 
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between different systems. It provided an in-depth analysis of the RSA 

algorithm where two sets of products of prime numbers (1) product of 2 prime 

numbers (2) product of more than two prime numbers have been analyses to 

calculate the time a computer system takes to find their primes. We 

implemented the RSA algorithm to find its strengths and weaknesses. 

Moreover, how these algorithms are being used in current computer systems 

to secure communication. Next, we discussed the laws of quantum physics 

with an in-depth review of those areas which are involved in computer network 

and security systems.
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Chapter 5: Quantum Cryptography

This chapter addresses the objective two of our research, where we conducted 

a comprehensive literature review to discuss the QKD protocols. This chapter 

discusses the weaknesses of cryptographic protocols, along with the history 

and advancements in public-key cryptography and QKD systems, by 

reviewing different research papers. It also discusses the QKD process along 

with public and quantum channel mediums, open internet standards, and 

properties of the quantum channel. Finally, it describes the proposed model 

with the method of research and the description of tools that are used in 

chapter 4 to develop the complete model.

5.1 Introduction

Quantum cryptography is a new and vital occurrence in the history of 

cryptography. Two parties can use this procedure to safeguard the privacy of 

data communicated among each other, by exploiting the counter-intuitive 

conduct of essential elements such as photons. The laws of quantum 

mechanics govern the physics of elementary items. At nuclear scales, primary 

components do not have an exact position or speed, as we would instinctively 

expect. Particles lose the information of its speed and location by observation 

as apprehended by the famous Heisenberg uncertainty principle. This 

principle is not a restriction due to the observer's technology but instead an 

essential limitation that no one can ever overcome.

In the late sixties, Wiesner (Wiesner, 1983) presented the first use of quantum 

information theory. He proposed the first application of unforgeable banknotes 

were the first application of the spin of particles. The observer cannot get 

single-particle spin information without destroying its other parts. By effectively 

encoding identification information on banknotes, the bank can check the 

consistency of particles to verify the authenticity of notes. The quantum 

information stored in subatomic particles is not forgeable. Copying the 

identification information of banknotes is subject to the uncertainty principle. 
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Bennett and Brassard proposed a key distribution protocol following the track 

of Weisner's (Wiesner 1983) idea of quantum mechanics called QKD (Bennett 

1992; Bennett and Brassard 2014)QKD. They developed a key exchange 

process to exchange quantum keys.

5.1.1 Quantum Key Distribution (QKD)

QKD is a new idea which practices the laws of quantum physics to dispense 

the encryption key between two parties. It uses two separate channels for 

communications, the public channel for routine communications and quantum 

channel for distributing encryption key as quantum states explained in (see 

Figure 27). QKD uses photons. Each photon encodes one binary value into its 

polarisation. (Bennett 1992; Berezin 2007; Bruss et al. 2007; Odeh et al. 2013; 

Bennett and Brassard 2014). An ordinary laser can produce a single photon. 

If Eavesdropper tries to measure the subatomic properties of a moving photon, 

it disturbs the whole system. This attempt causes an increase in QBER.

 

Figure 27:QKD Communication Channels (Bennett 1992)

5.1.2 Qubit and qubit pairs

Traditional computing uses binary to process information where data at its 

lowest level is in the form of binary (Zeros 0 and Ones 1), which corresponds 

to ON and OFF. If a value is 0, that means switch/circuit is OFF, and if it is 1, 

then the switch/circuit is ON. In quantum computing, these bits encode in 

particles with different states called Qubits with a new position called supper 

position where a qubit can be zero or one at the same time. When these qubits 

are entangled together in a way where the quantum state of one particle 
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cannot explain independently. If the spin of one particle from two entangled 

particles is clockwise, the other particle spin counter-clockwise (Wang 2012).

5.1.3 QKD Work Process

The BB84 was the first QKD protocol. In this protocol, two parties, “Alice” and 

“Bob,” secretly exchange keys by using laws of quantum physics. Alice 

prepares qubits by encoding binary value to the polarisation of photons. 

Polarisation or spin of photon represents the superposition (Mailloux et al. 

2015). Table 8 illustrates four polarisation states used in the BB84 protocol.

Alice selects one of two conjugate bases to determine the spin direction of 

each qubit. After encoding, Alice transmits these qubits to bob over a quantum 

channel. Bob, on the receiving end, measures the photons with a rectilinear or 

diagonal basis randomly (Loepp and Wootters 2006; Wang 2012; Mailloux et 

al. 2015).

Bit

Value

Spin

Basis

Polarization 

State

Spin 

Direction

Quantum 

Notation

1 Rectilinear Horizontal  1    or    

0 Rectilinear Vertical  0    or   

0 Diagonal Anti-Diagonal  0    or   

1 Diagonal Diagonal  1    or   

Table 8:BB84 Polarization States

If an eavesdropper attempts to measure the quantum states of these qubits, 

this attempt disturbs the whole system increasing the Quantum Bit Error Rate 

(QBER) (Scarani et al. 2009; Vedral 2013).

5.1.4 Key Exchange Process

The key exchange process takes place in two stages between two clients 

‘Alice’ and ‘Bob.’

Stage 1: Quantum Channel Communication
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 ‘Alice’ generates an arbitrary stream of zeros and ones and translates 

these bit values into one of 4 mutually agreed photon polarisations 

states mentioned in (see Table 8).

 Before sending photons over a quantum channel, ‘Alice’ records their 

polarisation states for the stage 2 process.

 ‘Alice’ sends these encoded photons over the quantum channel to 

‘Bob.’

 ‘Bob’ receives encoded photons and passes them through randomly 

selected rectilinear or diagonal polarisation filters and records the basis 

he used. Because of randomness, half the time, he is going to record 

the same basis ‘Alice’ used to encode these photons.

Stage 2: Public Channel Communication

 ‘Bob’ shares the measurement basis he used for each photon over the 

public channel.

 ‘Alice’ receives the response from ‘Bob’ on the public channel and 

compare ‘Bobs’ polarisation basis with his measurements recorded in 

step 2 of stage 1.

 ‘Alice’ discards the non-matching bits so “Alice” and “Bob” have the 

same randomly generated a secure key.

5.1.5 Other QKD Protocols

BB84 was the first prepare-and-measure based QKD protocol followed by 

many others which can categorise in two major types.

 Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle (prepare and measure base 

protocols)

 Quantum entanglement base

Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle-based QKD Protocols

Year Protocol Details

1984 BB84 4 Photon polarisation States. Effected 

with PNS (Photon Number Splitting) 

Attack. (Bennett 1992).
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1992 B92 2 The Photon Polarization States (see 

Table 3.2) (Bennett 1992) (Su et al. 

2016; Papanikolaou 2005) (Papanikolaou 

2005; Su et al. 2016)

1999 SSP (Six States Protocol) 6 Photon Polarization States (Kato and 

Tamaki 2016)

2004 SARG04 BB84 was affected by PNS (Photon 

Number Splitting) attack. SARG04 was 

able to secure key distribution 

processes against the PNS attack. This 

protocol is a more sensitive protocol 

that causes higher QBER and 

increases the security of the process. 

(Ghazali et al. 2010)

Quantum Entanglement Base QKD Protocols

1991 E91 (Ekert Scheme) Pair of two entangled photons are the 

basis of this protocol to distribute 

quantum key. (Papanikolaou 2005)

2003 DPS (Differential Phase 

Shift)

Effective against PNS attack, phase-

modulates each pulse on average 

photon number of less than one per 

pulse. (Hatakeyama et al. 2017)

5.1.6 B92 Protocol

B92 protocol has the same architecture. The only difference is that in B92, 

Charles Bennett used two polarisation states instead of 4 and used a single 

non-orthogonal basis instead of two. Using these two bases not affected the 

security of the photons against eavesdropping (Papanikolaou, 2005; Yuan-

yuan Zhou 2016).
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Bit 

Value

Spin

Basis

Polarization 

State

Spin 

Direction

Quantum 

Notation

0 Rectilinear Vertical  0    or   

1 Diagonal Diagonal  1    or   

Table 9:BB92 Protocol

5.1.7 Six-State Protocol

Based on the BB84 protocol (Bennett 1992) with two new bases. Alice freely 

chooses one state from 6 defined states and sends it to Bob. Bob uses one of 

three basics, probability of 1/3. 

 Alice prepares and sends photons using two detections having equal 

probability and randomly selected.

 Bob declares his applied detection filters to Alice after doing affirmative 

valued measurements.

 Bob discard matching periods where they have used the same 

detection filters.

 If no detection received, bob announces the time slot of missing 

detection.

Figure 28:Six State Protocol (Kato and Tamaki 2016)

5.1.8 SARG04 Protocol

SARG04 is a prepare-and-measure based QKD protocol (Ghazali et al. 2010). 

It uses four quantum states the same as BB84. 
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 Alice generates a sequence of N photons by randomly chooses one of 

four polarisation states.

 Each photon polarisation measured randomly using two bases when 

received by Bob. 

 Bob broadcasts the detector failure over the public channel to Alice, 

and both of them remove the following photon state.

 Alice declares the selected state of his choice over the public channel.

 Bob compares his photon detector usage with the detections received 

by Alice; matching states are the conclusive result. 

 Bob announces the result over the public channel.

 Both parties retain the results and perform bit error correction.

5.2 Literature Review

This literature review includes three different areas. 

1. Traditional Cryptographic systems based on prime numbers, their 

strengths, and weaknesses.

2. QKD Protocols and their strengths and limitations.

3. QKD protocols integration with current internet infrastructure.

 

Several experimental studies have conducted by researchers in these focused 

areas. This section reviews ten of the studies focusing on the cryptographic 

systems, QKD, and their integration with current internet infrastructure.

 

Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman conducted a study (Rivest et al. 1983) proposed 

a public key cryptographic algorithm called RSA (Rivest et al. 1983). This 

algorithm was a game-changer algorithm to keep the key exchange 

mechanism secure. With their proposed model, there were two different keys, 

one for encryption called “Public Key” and second for decryption “Private Key”. 

The public key is publically available to encrypt the data, and private keys stay 

secret. Kipp E.B. Hickman from Netscape submitted its first draft (Hickman, 

1995) of the secure socket layer (SSL) protocol to provide security between 

two communicating applications (client and server). SSL was developed 
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based on the RSA algorithm to ensure the safety of the system and was part 

of SSL for the exchange of session keys. SSL never used version 1 because 

of its security flaws, but in 1995 SSL 2.0 was released for the general public, 

which was replaced by SSL 3.0. Dr Raher Elgamal (Hickman 1995; GeoCerts 

Inc 2008)is considered the “Father of SSL.” SSL was than replaced by TLS 

1.0 in RFC 2246 in January 1999 by T. Dierks and C. Allen (Cirac et al. 1998). 

With the primary goal of privacy, data integrity, and security. At the moment, 

the internet is using TLS version 1.3, which is much faster and secure and is 

using RSA exchange session keys. 

RSA is the central part of any communication protocol because of its nature of 

having different encryption and decryption keys. This fact is the main reason 

RSA incorporated in all communication protocols to share the encrypted 

session keys from server to client and client to server. Peter W. Shor (Shor 

1997), in his research paper, proposed a quantum factoring algorithm. This 

algorithm uses quantum computations to find the factors of large prime 

numbers and can only run on quantum computers. With Peter Shor’s algorithm 

and successful development of quantum computers, the security of 

communication protocols is at risk because quantum computers will be able to 

break the security of any encryption system, which bases on prime numbers. 

 

           Charles H. Bennett, Gilles Brassard (Bennett 1992) proposed the idea 

of quantum cryptography with a first working protocol called BB84. Their idea 

base was on two laws of quantum physics which are Heisenberg uncertainty 
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principle and no-cloning theorem. They proposed a separate channel called 

quantum channel other than the traditional channel to transmit quantum states 

(Binary values zeros and ones encoded into the polarisation, direction, or spin 

of photons) called Qubits. Each photon can have one binary value zero or one 

encoded into one of its spin directions at 0, 45, 90, and 135 degrees than 

transmitted over a quantum channel. Quantum channel transmission cannot 

be read or copied reliably by an eavesdropper without disturbing the whole 

system because we cannot measure the polarisation state of a single photon 

without destroying it. Quantum channel is not to send meaningful messages 

but to transmit random bits between users without any initial secret 

information. Both of these parties use these random bits to generate the key 

after the successful transmission of quantum states. Many other protocols 

have been developed based on the BB84 protocol with a different number of 

quantum states. Chip Elliott (2002) proposed the implementation of QKD 

protocols in real networks with internet architecture. He proposed three 

different architectures for QKD implementation. In the first architecture, he 

presented a QKD mechanism among two private enclaves. These two 

enclaves have various communication channels (internet/public for the 

transmission of encrypted traffic). Where all computer systems of one enclave 

connected to one central point, which connects to the QKD endpoint to which 

send and receive quantum states to the second enclave. The second system 

architecture of a trusted network to overcome the drawback of geographic 

distance by using trusted relays that work as a mesh of QKD nodes. QKD 

endpoints are connected to these trusted relays to transmit quantum keys 

remote enclaves, which are geographically not very close. The prime 

weakness of this using trusted relays is that if a trusted relay compromises, it 

affects the whole system. The third system architecture bases were an 

untrusted network that Elliott discussed. In this approach, he proposed the use 

of an untrusted QKD switch, to set up the optical paths to transmit photons 

from one QKD endpoint to another endpoint without participating in the QKD 

protocol. This approach also has the weaknesses that these untrusted QKD 

network switches cannot spread the topographical reach of a QKD network.
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           Despite the indisputable impact of existing first-hand findings, there are 

some conflicts and substantial holes in the development of the QKD system in 

conjunction with current internet infrastructure. Where the key distribution 

system can be used in public networks to secure them from the risk of 

exploitation of prime factor-based encryption systems, this thesis indicates the 

need to develop a QKD based system that can incorporate with the public 

internet.

5.3 Architectural Design of QKD
QKD uses two different channels to exchange information. These channels 

are.

5.3.1 Communication Channels in QKD

The QKD mechanism requires two different communication channels to 

secure the key distribution process. These channels are

 

1. Quantum channel: For distribution of quantum states where quantum states 

generated from one client and sent over to a designated channel to another 

client. This channel is using laws of quantum physics to safeguard quantum 

states in the existence of Eve. On the receiving side, these sates translated 

back to traditional binary digits to generate an encryption key, which both 

clients use to encrypt data and transmit over the public channel.

 

2. Public channel: QKD process use the public channel for transmission of 

encrypted data and other QKD protocol related data transmission to decide 

the encryption key on both sides. After a key is determined, both parties use 

the keys to encrypt the traffic and send over the public channel.

 

These communication channels use different standards set by the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineering (IEEE) and ISO (International 

Standards Organisation). Because QKD is in experimental stages, so there 

are no standards defined yet for the quantum channel, which can enable QKD 

for public use. Instead, there are different protocols and procedure defined by 
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scientist which are in experimental states. All the communication over the 

public channel transmits with the standards established by a standards 

organisation. For example, IEEE defines the rules for different mediums (The 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 2012)

 IEEE 802.1 specifies the rules for local area network bridging and 

media access control (The Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers 2012).

 IEEE 802.2 Logical Link Control connectivity (IEEE Computer Society, 

2012)

 IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Standard with CSMA/CD (Malsy and Klemm 

2010)

 IEEE 802.7 LAN Cabling (IEEE Computer Society 2017)

 IEEE 802.8 Fiber-optic (Law et al. 2013)

 IEEE 802.9 Voice and data standards (The Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers 2012)

 IEEE 802.10 LAN security (Malsy and Klemm 2010)

 IEEE 802.11 Wireless Network

 ISO 33.040.35 define standards for Telephone networks (Day and 

Zimmermann 1983)

 ISO IEC 17568:2013 for telecommunications and information exchange 

between systems.

 ISO Open System Interconnection Reference Model (Day and 

Zimmermann 1983)

 

There are many other standards set by these organisations to develop 

hardware and software, which communication over the public internet.

5.3.2 Public Channel

QKD uses Public channels with a standard set of protocols and reference 

models to transmit data between clients. After the successful transmission of 

quantum states, all the other communication happens on the public channel. 

TCP/IP and internet models are standard for communication over the public 
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channel or public internet. Successful implementation of QKD required the 

excellent integration of TCP/IP stack to work in a different kind of environment, 

and this will also support multipoint communication for BB84 protocol.

 

Use for transmitting data related to the public network, which include TCP/IP 

or internet protocols, routing and switching protocol, and other general public 

data. This channel also uses for communicating over WAN networks, which 

includes other protocols, e.g., Intermediate System to intermediate system 

(ISIS), Routing Information Protocol (RIP), Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) 

Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP). A reference model OSI 

is a standard for communication over a public channel. All kinds of 

communication happen on this channel except the data related to or based on 

quantum physics, which includes Photon Polarization, which transfers over a 

private or quantum channel.

 

The public channel uses different bounded and unbounded transmission 

mediums. Most widely used are Twisted Pair Cable, Fibre-Optic, and Wireless. 

These communication channels use the standard and most popular Ethernet 

Protocol for transmission from one party to another. Ethernet operates with 

hardware from various vendors and uses many types of encapsulation, e.g., 

IP encapsulation with point-to-point protocol (PPP) or Asynchronous Transfer 

Mode (ATM) for WAN Connectivity. Ethernet is mostly being used over the 

twisted pair cables with different speeds starting from 100Mbit per second for 

day to day network communication up to 5Gbit per second.

 

Ethernet uses pairs of four twisted pairs from which one pair for transmitting 

data and one pair for receiving data (see Figure 29:Straight Network Cable (The 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 2012)). Twisted pair cable uses 

RJ45 connector with eight pins with standards defined by IEEE 802.1 (IEEE 

Working Group 1998)
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Figure 29:Straight Network Cable (The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 2012)

There is `n' number of devices designed and developed by different vendors 

running ̀ n' number of software and applications. To maintain the standards for 

all devices and software applications to communicate with each other, 

International Standards Organization (ISO) proposed a conceptual model 

called Open System Interconnection (OSI) model, which has seven layers and 

is a generic protocol independent standard. However, there is a second 

protocol-dependent model designed and developed by the Department of 

Defence (DoD) 3. It is commonly known as the TCP/IP suite, which provided 

end-to-end data communication specifying how should flow from sender 

application to the receiver’s application.

5.3.3 OSI Reference Model and TCP/IP Stack

A conceptual model called Open System Interconnection Model (OSI) (see 

Table 10) that provide the standards of how two computer system should 

communicate with each other over the internet. OSI model uses a hierarchical 

modal of 7 layers, from which the top 4 layers relate to the Host and bottom 

three layers related to the Media for transmission of data. This proposed model 

guide vendors and developers so the hardware and software they design or 

develop can operate together and facilitate clear comparisons among 

communication tools. In OSI Model, sender side layers encapsulate data 

received from its top layer, add required headers and pass on to its bottom 

layer, Physical layer, then covert the data into bits and transmit them to the 

second party (see Figure 30:OSI Encapsulation and Protocol Data Units). On the 
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receiver side, each layer receives data from its bottom layer, removes the 

headers, processes it, and pass the data on to its top layer. The TCP/IP model 

is in use in communication systems instead of OSI, which is no longer in use 

(Day and Zimmermann 1983).

Layer Protocol 

Data 

Units

Functionality

Application Data
It provides an interface between 

applications

Presentation Data
ASCII text or image types like JPEG are 

types of data handled by this layer.

Session Data
This layer manages the session 

between applications.

Host

Transport Segments
Focuses on data delivery between 

hosts, e.g., error recovery

Network Packets Routing, Logical addressing etc.

Datalink Frames

Data delivery protocols specific to 

particular network type, e.g., Ethernet 

data link protocols.
Media

Physical Bits
Physical characteristics of transmission 

medium defined in this layer.
Table 10: OSI Reference Model

Figure 30:OSI Encapsulation and Protocol Data Units
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5.3.4 TCP/IP Model

The TCP/IP networking model is in use in today's computer network. TCP/IP 

model describes a large group of protocols. These rules agree for computers 

to communicate over the network. Request for Comments (RFC) 4, original 

model (see Figure 31) listed in RFC 1122 (Braden 1989). This RFC Defines a 

four-layer TCP/IP model. The top two layers are application-based. Moreover, 

the bottom two emphasis on the transmission of bits over the physical medium.

Figure 31:TCP/IP Networking Models

5.3.5 Quantum Channel

QKD uses the quantum channel to send quantum states from source to 

destination. It includes single-mode fibre and free-space links. Each crucial 

quantum distribution protocol generates quantum states related to its 

architecture and sends them over one of these channels. Photon sources 

create photons. These photons than getting encoded to their protocol-specific 

polarisation (spin) by passing through one of their polarisation filters. Then 

these encoded photons transmitted to the party on the other end either through 

fibre channel or free-space links.
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Figure 32:Quantum Channel Communication

As the name explains, this channel used for transferring quantum states from 

one party to another. Clients encode their binary digits (zeros and ones) into 

the spin/polarisation of photons before transmitting them onto the quantum 

channel (see Figure 32). The sender uses different polarisation filters based on 

the protocol used. In this case, its BB84 protocol with four polarization states 

(  or   )) where each polarization state is color-coded for explanation 

purposes. Sender encodes each of its photons into one four randomly selected 

state and sends this over to the quantum channel. On the receiver side, each 

received photon passed through one of two polarisation filters.

 

After transmission of quantum states, all the other communication happens 

over the public channel to finalise the encryption key. Quantum Channel only 

used to exchange the quantum states (see Figure 33).

Quantum Channel

Sender Polarisation
Filters

Receiver Polarisation
Filters

Laser

Attenuator

Beam Splitter

Beam Splitter

Beam Splitter

Figure 33:QKD Photon Polarization
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“Client A” generates a beam of light which passes through the attenuator. This 

process reduces the intensity of light. Then each photon from the light beam 

generated by laser passed through the beam splitter, which randomly split the 

beam into two different polarisations vertical or horizontal. In the next stage, 

each of these photons passed through another bean splitter, which randomly 

polarises these photons to a specific polarisation. These polarised photons 

which are now encoded the binary digits in their spin or polarisation transmit 

over the quantum channel to client B. Client B use only two polarisation filters 

and pass each photon from one of the filters with complete randomness. At 

the end of the transmission, the remaining process or communication happens 

on the public channel, which Client B disclose which polariser filter he used for 

which photon after performing the key sifting process where client B ignores 

the photons whose polarisation was different from original polarisation.

Original Polarization Filter Used Passed Through

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

Figure 34:Photon Polarization Filters
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Explains how photons with different polarisation can pass through different 

filters. A photon with polarisation  or  can easily passthrough polarisation 

filter  without losing its original polarisation. However, the same photon with 

polarisation  or  cannot pass through  without losing its initial 

polarisation, instead of a photon with polarisation  or  can pass through 

this same filter without any effect.

5.4 Photons

Photons are the basic units of light, which also called particles of light and 

have spin and travel from one location to another. They are in motion all the 

time. They are also described as quantised electromagnetic radiation at the 

subatomic level with no positive or negative charge. These particles also 

behave like a wave, and this specific property called wave-particle duality in 

quantum physics. Other features of photons (Wootters and Zurek 1982; 

Nambu and Kosaka 2003; Papanikolaou 2005; Sharbaf 2009; Bennett and 

Brassard 2014)

 Zero Mas

 Packets of energy and in motion all the time

 Stable with no electric charge

 Travel at the speed of light in space.

 It is destroyed or created by a natural process like radiation absorption 

or emitting.

 Spin in all direction call unpolarised.

 Spin in one specific directory called polarised.

These photons have a direct relationship with a QKD where the binary digits 

zero, and one is encoded in the spin of the photon (converting from 

unpolarised to the polarised photon) and transmitted over a quantum channel 

to other parties. Before starting the process, both parties in QKD agreed on 

the specification or encoding of these photons.
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Binary Digit Polarisation Direction

0

0

1

1

Figure 35:Binary to Photon Encoding

Figure 35 Explains the necessary encoding of binary digits to the polarisation 

of photons. Where 0 and 1 encoded in the spin direction and so when sent or 

received, both parties can decode into the same binary digit every time.

5.4.1 Photon Sources

QKD encodes binary bits into the spin of a photon. Light sources generate a 

stream of photons instead of single-photon because of the speed and natural 

properties of light. Heisenberg's uncertainty principle describes that it is not 

possible to create the exact number of photons (Wiesner 1983; Sharbaf 2009; 

Bennett and Brassard 2014). Max Planck in early 1900 gives the idea of the 

single-photon source achieved in 1974 by utilising mercury atoms [Reference] 

where the source generates only one photon but the perfect source for single-

photon still not available and yet to be created (Wootters and Zurek 1982; 

Sharbaf 2009). Faint Laser is a conventional way to develop mean photons 

per pulse by reducing the intensity of laser by attenuation, which reduces the 

power of the laser beam. Faint Laser is the source being used by quantum 

cryptography to generate the mean number of photons, encoding binary 

values into their spin and transmit them over the fibre optic.
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5.4.2 Attenuator

Light is electromagnetic radiation made up of particles called photons but also 

behaves like a wave. In QKD, lasers generate the photons with high intensity, 

and to achieve a single photon or mean the number of photons per pulse; it 

requires to reduce its severity without losing quantum properties. The 

attenuator is the electronic device used to reduce the strength and power of 

light signals without affecting the features of a wave (Chen et al. 2009).

5.5 Real World Application of QKD

QKD is a secure way of exchanging quantum states between two parties. It 

uses laws of quantum physics to ensure the security and secrecy of quantum 

states while travelling from source to destination. The whole idea of QKD relies 

on two significant quantum physics laws, 1) Heisenberg uncertainty principle, 

which that only one property position or momentum of a light particle (Photons) 

can be known at one time. Any disturbance will disturb the quantum properties 

of the particle and will result in losing the quantum properties of that particle. 

2) Making exact copies of unknown quantum states is not possible. The way 

these two principles make a QKD system secure in the same way they make 

it difficult to integrate or use this system in real-world applications. Until now, 

QKD is successful in point to point domain where one sender and one receiver 

having two direct channels (traditional and quantum) for the successful 

transmission of quantum states. Because there is no third party involved. If a 

third party tries to read the quantum states of moving photons, this disturbs 

the whole system and results in increasing QBER (Quantum Bit Error Rate) 

on the receiver side. The same way when we try to implement QKD systems 

between more than two clients than to make it successful, it needs two direct 

channels (public and quantum) between all of these clients.

Central Switch

Figure 37:QKD Public Channel Connection with 
Central Switch Figure 36:QKD Quantum Channel
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Current standards set by ISO and IEEE allow us to have a single point called 

switch or hub to achieve multipoint communication over public channels (see 

Figure 37 and Figure 36). explains this scenario where all the systems are 

connected to one single point ‘Central Switch’ to communicate to all other 

systems in the network. Figure 8 illustrates the quantum channel connection 

between 4 clients, where each client has a direct channel linked to another 

client. Figure 38 shows a complete birds-eye view of a small QKD based 

network with only four clients. This infrastructure raises different problems that 

need considering. · 

 Cost: QKD cost will go very high because of the requirement of the 

direct connection from each client to another. This need ((n – 1) * n) / 

2 number of total private channel connections while implementing QKD 

in a small network where “n” is the number of clients in the system. 

Table 3.3 explains the number of direct links required for the different 

number of clients. This process increases the cost enormously, and 

organisations in the public sector will avoid implementing QKD. (see 

Figure 3.13) shows the number of required connections to successfully 

implement QKD for eight clients.

Central Switch

Figure 38:QKD Network of 4 Clients
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Figure 39:QKD Quantum Channel for 8 Clients

 Manageability: Complexity of network increase when the number of 

clients increases, which causes disruption in-network and hard to 

troubleshoot.

 Complexity: QKD integration will increase the complexity if we integrate 

with current internet infrastructure because of the overheads, number 

of connections, and devices.

Number of 

clients Total Connections

2 1

4 6

8 28

16 120

32 496

64 2016

128 8128

256 32640

512 130816

1024 523776

2048 2096128
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4096 8386560

8192 33550336

16384 134209536

32768 536854528

65536 2147450880

131072 8589869056

262144 34359607296

524288 137438691328

1048576 549755289600

2097152 2199022206976

4194304 8796090925056

8388608 35184367894528

16777216 140737479966720

33554432 562949936644096
Table 11:Total Number of QKD Connections

These problems affect the integration of QKD with our current internet 

infrastructure by using the IEEE and ISO standards conjunction with QKD 

protocols, which are using laws of quantum physics. The research purpose is 

to propose a model that provides the ability to use QKD with less complexity, 

cost, and manageability in single access and multi-access domain. We 

introduce a model that uses an extended network switch. This proposed switch 

will be using the IEEE and ISO standards on public channels and laws of 

Figure 40:Switch Model for Multipoint QKD
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quantum physics on quantum channels. Figure 3.14 explains the proposed 

model uses laws of quantum physics and ISO and IEEE standards to allow 

multipoint communication over a public and quantum channel.

5.6 Problem with QKD integration with real-world applications

QKD is a relatively new idea and still under experimental stages. The 

successful development of QKD also depends on different factors, which 

include working with the current internet and its infrastructure, standard 

protocols, and procedures designed and developed over time. These factors 

are crucial to consider because, without them, we have to deploy an entirely 

new infrastructure for the successful deployment of QKD across the globe, 

which will be a very costly and time-consuming process. Below are the factors 

 

 Integration with internet infrastructure: Internet is the network of 

networks, and QKD provides a unique way of securing communication 

by using laws of quantum physics. For QKD to secure public internet 

communication, it must provide support to integrate with current internet 

infrastructure.

 Extended communication protocols and procedures which support 

QKD: Successful deployment of QKD over public internet also needs 

the extended protocols and methods which can support existing 

protocols, e.g., TCP/IP, Ethernet, and QKD

 

If QKD is unable to provide support for these two factors, then it will need an 

entirely new set of hardware, protocols, and procedures to secure the 

communication systems, which is a very costly solution.

5.7 Tools and Methods Used for research

In this research thesis, we propose a simulation model with extended 

hardware (QKD support network Switch) and communication protocols 
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(Extended TCP/IP, Ethernet protocols), which provides the integration 

between QKD and existing protocols. The proposed model will be a very cost-

effective solution and very easy to deploy to secure public internet.

 

A significant C++ oriented modular, component-based, very extensible library 

and framework OMNeT++ used to simulate a network that will support QKD 

with extended network protocols to accomplish point-to-point and multipoint 

communication among different network nodes. OMNeT++ provides an 

architecture where compound and straightforward modules work together to 

build and network and pass messages amount them for any activity (Mailloux 

et al. 2015). 

 

OMNet++ provides the support to develop individual components. These 

components are called simple modules. Simple modules can be used to create 

more complex called compound modules and finally joining all the simple and 

compound modules together to build and simulate a network (Mailloux et al. 

2015).

 

Figure 41 represents an example of how OMNet++ uses simple modules to 

build compound modules and uses those to simulate and analysis more 

complex modules and networks.
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Figure 41:OMNeT++ Modules (Mailloux et al. 2015)

OMNeT++ is a discrete event network simulation library and framework which 

to simulate various problem areas which include (Mailloux et al. 2015)

 Network protocols

 Queueing Networks

 Distribution systems

 Microprocessors

 Performance analysis of complex networks and software systems

 Communication networks

User can describe the structure of the actual system in OMNeT++, below is a 

list of main features

 Hierarchical Modules: OMNet++ simulation model called networks, 

consists of a hierarchy of simple nested modules. Communication 

between modules happens by passing messages. At the top is the 

system module holding a subset of the compound or straightforward 

modules. Compound modules can have a sub or nested simple or 
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compound modules which allow the user to build the actual system 

structure (Mailloux et al. 2015).

 Messages, Gates, and Links: Simple and compound modules 

exchange messages. These simple or compound modules can send 

messages directly to one another through gates and connections with 

the predefined path. Input and output interfaces of muddles are 

called Gates, and different messages pass through these gates. 

Correspondence gates of modules connected via Links (Mailloux et al. 

2015).

 Parameters: OMNeT++ uses omnetpp.ini, where users define different 

settings to customise the behaviour of simple modules. NED files can 

also assign these parameters (Mailloux et al. 2015). 

 Topology Description: OMNeT++ uses NED (Network Description) 

language to define the structure of the model (Mailloux et al. 2015).

5.8 Chapter Summary

This chapter began by explaining the crucial quantum distribution mechanism 

and then provided a comprehensive review of the first-ever QKD protocol 

BB84. QKD and Qubits have been discussed thoroughly with the explanation 

of quantum physics and photons as subatomic particles and how bit values 

encoded in the spin of these photons. After that, a key exchange process 

discussed in detail with all the other protocols defined by different researchers. 

In this chapter we presented a review of papers to join two areas of traditional 

cryptography and QKD. In this review of papers, we discussed the prime 

numbers-based cryptosystems. Their weaknesses because of the prime 

factorisation and the availability of Peter W. Shor algorithm to factor large 

prime numbers. After this, we discussed the development of the first QKD 

protocol (BB84) and how it has been used in different areas to achieve the key 

exchange for short and long distances. 

 

Next, we discussed the architectural design of QKD, where we discussed the 

standards of communication mediums used in public internet, followed by the 
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review of the OSI reference model. Properties of the quantum channel 

addressed in detail, along with its components and the behaviour. We also 

discussed the real-world application of QKD and its problems in terms of cost 

and complexity with general information about our proposed model to reduce 

cost and complexity, so this proposed model can work with public internet. In 

the last section, we discussed the tools and methods which we used to design 

the simulation model of the proposed QKD network model.
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Chapter 6: A Novel Multiple Access QKD 

Network Model for secure communication

This chapter describes the design, development, & evaluation of the QKD 

network model to target the use case of single access QKD communication 

(to address O3) and to extend this proposed simulation model for multi-access 

QKD communication (to address Q4). The chapter begins by presenting the 

simulation model of a small network consists of two QKD nodes connected to 

a QKD supported network switch. A centralised QKD supported network 

switch enables the transmission of quantum states from one to another 

through the quantum channel and public channels for transmission of other 

communication data. This chapter also discusses different scenarios for the 

key exchange process and discuss the exchange of keys in all different 

situations.

6.1 Proposed Model

QKD uses quantum physics laws to ensure the secure transmission of 

quantum states from one party to another. It requires a segregated quantum 

channel to transmit quantum states and public channels to send encrypted 

data and other protocol-related data from one party to another. Several 

protocols developed on the same principles, but our proposed model uses the 

first QKD protocol BB84. The proposed model has a QKD enabled network 

switch consists of public and quantum channels bound together physically and 

logically. 

Figure 42:QKD Local Area Network
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Figure 4.1 shows a QKD enabled local area network with a custom-designed 

network switch. All connected terminals are using custom-designed network 

adapters, which supports QKD and can be linked directly to the network switch 

(see Figure 4.1).

6.2 The Switch

The proposed multiaccess QKD network model uses a customised network 

switch with a custom-designed operating system to support multiaccess QKD 

across a local area network. The proposed switch help reduce the cost and 

complexity and gives quantum physics-based key exchange process among 

all network nodes. 

Based on QKD requirements of having two different channels of public and 

quantum channels to be successful, this proposed network switch has two 

different kinds of connections bound physically and logically together to 

support multipoint access. Figure 4.2 shows the front end of switch model with 

4 Fast Ethernet connections (Fe0, Fe1, Fe2, and Fe3) for public 

communication and four quantum channels (0, 1, 2, 3) for transmission 

of quantum states from one terminal to another access the network. The 

proposed switch also maintains an extended logical MAC Address table in its 

memory based on the physical binding of these interfaces (see Figure 4.3)

Figure 43:Network Switch Model
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Figure 44:MAC Address Table of QKD Switch

Each Fast Ethernet connection is bound physically with its corresponding 

quantum interface, which reduces the complexity of having many separate 

direct quantum channel connections with other nodes in the network. Fast 

Ethernet 0 physically connects to 0, Fast Ethernet 1 to 1. During the boot 

process, the proposed network switch checks the physical binding of these 

interfaces. It builds the MAC address table with the actual MAC address of 

these interfaces and marks this as Static in type section to show that this entry 

has been added statically by the switch and is not learned dynamically during 

the learning process.

6.2.1 The Physical Problem

QKD required a separate quantum channel directly connected to another host 

to be successful. In the case of two nodes, each node has one public channel 

and one quantum channel directly connected to another host. However, when 

we start adding more hosts, the number of direct connections starts increasing 

dramatically. For a 3-node network, there will be two quantum channel 

connections each host requires. With four nodes, each host requires three 

quantum channels, 1 for each host. Required quantum channels for each host 

can be calculated with (n – 1) where n = number of hosts in the system. If the 

number of hosts is 5, so (5-1) = four direct quantum channel connections 

required and so on. Moreover, we can calculate the total number of quantum 

channels with ((n - 1) * n) / 2. so, for five hosts there will be ((5 – 1) * 5) / 2 = 

10 total number of quantum interface connections required for QKD to be 

successful. With an increase in the hosts, the number needed of quantum 

interface connections increases as well. Figure 4.4 represents the scenario of 
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a network with eight hosts, which clearly shows the physical problem of 

implementing QKD.

6.2.2 The Solution of Physical problem

The proposed QKD based network switch resolves the issue by using physical 

sub interfaces with quantum interfaces. Each quantum interface has its sub-

interfaces based on the number of total interfaces. E.g., for a four-host 

network, there are four quantum interfaces, while each has three sub-

interfaces directly connected to its correspondent sub interface of another 

quantum interface. Figure 4.5 exhibits how each quantum interface has its sub 

interfaced physically attached to the sub interface of another quantum 

interface. 

The proposed switch model also maintains another table (Quantum Binding 

Table) in its memory for forwarding quantum states. Subinterfaces are for 

sending quantum states but not to make any interruption in the Key Distribution 

Figure 45:Clients QKD network

Figure 46:Sub Interfaces
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process. The quantum binding table maintains the record of the physical 

connection between sub interfaces. Figure 4.6 explains if the source is Ψ01 

than the destination is going to be Ψ10 and so on. Ψ0 (Quantum Channel ID) 

and 1 is the number of subinterfaces.

 

Quantum Binding table tells each quantum interface the exit sub interface.

6.2.3 Architectural Design of QKD Supported Switch

The proposed switch model for multiaccess QKD simulated in OMNeT++, 

which is a discrete event network simulation framework. Our model includes 

Fast Ethernet interfaces bound with the quantum interface defined in a 

quantum binding table maintained by switch operating systems during the boot 

process in switch memory. The proposed switch has simple modules like fast 

ethernet interfaces, quantum interface, quantum states processor, CPU.  

These components joined together to form a compound module called Switch 

in our simulation model. Simple modules are communicating with each other 

by passing messages through in and out gates. Clients communicate with 

each other over public channels (Fast Ethernet) for regular data transfer. For 

transferring quantum states from one client to another, the quantum interface 

uses subinterfaces (see Figure 4.7), where Q01, Q02, Q03, and Q04 are 

quantumly interfaced with sub interfaced connected to each of its 

correspondent quantum sub interface. 

Figure 47:Sub Interface Binding Table
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Figure 48:QKD Supported Switch
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module Switch

{

    parameters:

@display("bgb=441,711,#ECFFEC;i=abstract/switch;is=n;i2=status/g

reen;bgtt=QKD Switch");

    gates:

        inout fe01; // FastEthernet 01

        inout fe02; // FastEthernet 02;

        inout fe03; // FastEthernet 03;

        inout fe04; // FastEthernet 04;

        inout qu01; // QuantumInterface 01;

        inout qu02; // QuantumInterface 02;

        inout qu03; // QuantumInterface 03;

        inout qu04; // QuantumInterface 04;

    submodules:

        processor: Processor;

        processingQueue: ProcessingQueue;

        quantumStatesProcessor: QuantumStatesQueue;

        switchMemory: SwitchMemory;

        f01: SwitchPublicInterface;

        f02: SwitchPublicInterface;

        f03: SwitchPublicInterface;

        f04: SwitchPublicInterface;

        q01: SwitchQuantumInterface;

        q02: SwitchQuantumInterface;

        q03: SwitchQuantumInterface;

        q04: SwitchQuantumInterface;

    connections:

        fe01 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> f01.publicChannelCommunication;

        fe02 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> f02.publicChannelCommunication;

        fe03 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> f03.publicChannelCommunication;

        fe04 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> f04.publicChannelCommunication;

        qu01 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> q01.quantumChannelCommunication;

        qu02 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> q02.quantumChannelCommunication;

        qu03 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> q03.quantumChannelCommunication;
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        qu04 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> q04.quantumChannelCommunication;

        processor.quantumInterfaceCommunication <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> 

quantumStatesProcessor.inFromProcessor;

        processingQueue.processorCommunication <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> 

processor.publicInterfaceCommunication;

        f01.processorCommuniation <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> processingQueue.f01;

        f02.processorCommuniation <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> processingQueue.f02;

        f03.processorCommuniation <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> processingQueue.f03;

        f04.processorCommuniation <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> processingQueue.f04;

        q01.subInterface1 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> 

quantumStatesProcessor.interface01;

        q02.subInterface2 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> 

quantumStatesProcessor.interface02;

        q03.subInterface3 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> 

quantumStatesProcessor.interface03;

        q04.subInterface4 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> 

quantumStatesProcessor.interface04;

        q01.subInterface2 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> q02.subInterface1;

        q02.subInterface3 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> q03.subInterface2;

        q03.subInterface4 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> q04.subInterface3;

        q01.subInterface4 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> q04.subInterface1;

        q02.subInterface4 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> q04.subInterface2;

        q03.subInterface1 <--> {delay=100ms;} <--> q01.subInterface3;

}

6.2.4 NED of Switch

Figure 48 represents the Network Description (NED) of the proposed switch 

model 4 Main sections mentioned below. The switch is a compound module 

consists of many simple modules that can have parameters, input and output 

gates, another compound or simple modules, and connections between these 

modules. 

 Parameters: modules and sub-modules can have parameters to assign 

or hold different values to use at run time. Parameters can string 
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numeric or Boolean values to customise the behaviour of these 

modules. 

 Gates: modules interact with each other by passing messages through 

these gates, which can be (input, output, and inout) based on the 

requirement. These gates than getting connected for moving messages 

or communication data. 

 SubModules: sub-modules are different parts of a network device. In 

our example, we have fast ethernet and quantum interfaces, which are 

compound modules and have their internal components, parameters, 

and connections.

 Connections: two modules connected through their input and output 

gates, which are connected by different connection types.

Figure 49:Components Usage Diagram

4.2.5 Switch Components

Like every network switch, the network switch proposed in this research also 

includes different components, which include physical interfaces, memory, 

and CPU. This switch has extra modules to support multiaccess QKD. These 

modules or interfaces are quantum interfaces with sub interfaces to transfer 

quantum states from one client to another without interfering. 

 Quantum Interface: Switch quantum interfaces are to transfer quantum 

states from one client to another. These interfaces bounds with its 

correspondence public channel. The public channel uses a medium like 

Fast Ethernet, Ethernet, Wireless, Fibre Optic. In this simulation model, 

it is a compound module made up of different other parameters.

simple SwitchQuantumInterface

{

    parameters:
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        string macAddress; // Quantum MAC Address 

        string exitInterface = "";

        @display("i=block/classifier,red;is=l;bgb=359,329");

    gates:

        inout quantumChannelCommunication;

        inout subInterface1;

   inout subInterface2;

inout subInterface3;

inout subInterface4;

}

Above is showing the NED of quantum interface with subinterfaces and 

other parameters. It has two settings (1) MacAddress to hold Media 

Access Control address (defined by the vendor). (2) Exit Interface to 

send the quantum states coming directly from a host to the sub-

interface related to the destination. Each of these quantum interfaces 

has five gates. The first gate quantumChannelCommunication gate 

connected to a physical medium that is connected directly to a host. 

The other four interfaces are subinterfaces that connected to their 

correspondent sub interface. Quantum interface sends the quantum 

states out on one of these four sub-interfaces based on parameter 

values of exit interface which sets by switch operating system during 

the session establishment time.

 Quantum States Queue: This is to send and receive communication 

from CPU. Mostly this is used to set up the exit sub interface of each 

quantum interface.

 Processor: Like all the other devices in the world. This switch also has 

the CPU to process the data. It controls all the components and 

processes the instructions given by the operating system. Read and 

write data to memory and performs another essential task.
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 Memory: Switch memory is to hold the data setup by the operating 

system or processor. This memory module holds different logical tables 

to control the flow of data from one client to another. 

o Media Access Control Address Table: Extended mac-address-

table maintained in the switch memory by the operating system. 

This table populates during the boot process after checking the 

hardware. The operating system collects the MAC address of 

public and quantum channels and binds them together physically 

and logically. Based on this table, the operating system decides 

the flow of quantum states from one terminal to another during 

the transmission of quantum states.

o ARP Table: Address resolution protocol maintained by the 

switch as usual, where it learns the IP and MAC addresses and 

bind them together.

o Session State Table: Session table is created in the memory by 

the operating system when the operating system receives a 

QKD request from the client. This table includes the below fields

 Session ID

 SRC  MAC

 DES  MAC

 Sub Interface

 Expiry

 Status

 Quantum Binding Table: Figure 6 shows the details of the Quantum 

Binding Table, which represents the physical connection of 

subinterfaces. It shows that if quantum states coming from one 

interface, which exit interface they will take.

 Processing Queue: The processing queue is to control the jobs coming 

into the CPU and going out from the CPU.

 Public Interface: Public interface or Ethernet/Fast Ethernet interface is 

for standard data transmission. Any data not related to the 

communication of quantum states transferred through these public 
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interfaces. Each public interface has its own MAC address defined by 

the vendor.

simple SwitchPublicInterface

{

    parameters:

        string macAddress; // MAC Address 

        @display("i=block/classifier;is=l");

    gates:

        inout publicChannelCommunication;

        inout processorCommuniation;

}

6.3 The Client

A proposed network model for multiple access QKD is using a custom design 

architecture. This architecture is using the modules different than traditional 

network clients to support QKD.  Client architecture has CPU, memory, and 

network interface like a conventional computer with some extra components 

which support the transmission of quantum states from one client to another 

and also uses components to receive the quantum states on the receiver side. 

These components are 

 quantum states generator

 Sender Side Polarization Filters

o Diagonal Left polarisation filter

o Diagonal Right polarisation filter

o Horizontal Polarization filter

o Vertical polarisation Filter

 Receiver Side Polarization Filters

o Diagonal Polarization Filters

o Straight Polarization Filters
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 Quantum Interface to send or receive quantum states over a quantum 

channel

Figure 50:Client Components

The client process generates a random stream of binary zeros and ones (0, 1) 

and sends them to quantum states generator.  This module encodes each 

binary digit into photons polarisation and transmits them over a quantum 

channel (see Table 12). On the receiver side, these qubits (binary encoded 

photons) randomly passed through 2 (diagonal, straight) polarisation filters. 

These filters remove the encoding and send them to the quantum states 

generator to convert them back to original binary values. During this process, 

if the polarisation of photons has been affected by any external force, then the 

binary value will be completely different from the original, which causes an 

increase in QBER. With a higher QBER, the receiver ignores the received key. 

The sender receives the response and will retry after a random period. 
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Bit 

Value

Spin

Basis

Polarization 

State

Spin 

Direction

Quantum 

Notation

1 Rectilinear Horizontal  1    or    

0 Rectilinear Vertical  0    or   

0 Diagonal Anti-Diagonal  0    or   

1 Diagonal Diagonal  1    or   

Table 12:Polarization States
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module Client

{

    parameters:

        @display("bgb=541,543,#ECFFEC;i=block/telnet;is=n;i2=status/green;bgtt=QKD Switch;bgl=2");

        string hostname;

    gates:

        inout publicInterface;

        inout quantumInterface;

    submodules:

        clientPublicInterface: ClientPublicInterface;

        clientQuantumInterface: ClientQuantumInterface;

        DL: ClientFilterDL;

        DR: ClientFilterDR;

        H: ClientFilterH;

        V: ClientFilterV;

        quantumStatesGenerator: QuantumStatesGenerator;

        clientProcessor: ClientProcessor;

        clientFilterDiagonal: ClientFilterDiagonal;

        clientFilterStraight: ClientFilterStraight;

        clientMemory: ClientMemory;
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    connections:

        clientPublicInterface.externalCommunication <--> {  delay = 100ms; } <--> publicInterface;

        clientQuantumInterface.quantumChannelCommunication <--> {  delay = 100ms; } <--> quantumInterface;

        DL.polarizedLight --> {  delay = 100ms; } --> clientQuantumInterface.dl;

        DR.polarizedLight --> {  delay = 100ms; } --> clientQuantumInterface.dr;

        H.polarizedLight --> {  delay = 100ms; } --> clientQuantumInterface.h;

        V.polarizedLight --> {  delay = 100ms; } --> clientQuantumInterface.v;

        clientProcessor.publicInterfaceCommunication <--> {  delay = 100ms; } <--> clientPublicInterface.processorCommunication;

        quantumStatesGenerator.DL --> {  delay = 100ms; } --> DL.unpolarizedLight;

        quantumStatesGenerator.DR --> {  delay = 100ms; } --> DR.unpolarizedLight;

        quantumStatesGenerator.H --> {  delay = 100ms; } --> H.unpolarizedLight;

        quantumStatesGenerator.V --> {  delay = 100ms; } --> V.unpolarizedLight;

        clientProcessor.quantumInterfaceCommunication <--> {  delay = 100ms; } <--> quantumStatesGenerator.processorCommunication;

        clientQuantumInterface.diagonal --> {  delay = 100ms; } --> clientFilterDiagonal.polarizedLightIn;

        clientQuantumInterface.flat --> {  delay = 100ms; } --> clientFilterStraight.polarizedLightIn;

        clientFilterDiagonal.polarizedLightOut --> {  delay = 100ms; } --> quantumStatesGenerator.Diagonal;

        clientFilterStraight.polarizedLightOut --> {  delay = 100ms; } --> quantumStatesGenerator.Straight;

}
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Figure 51:Client Components Usage
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6.3.2 Client Components

Module Description

The client process to process 

computational and other tasks 

scheduled tasks.

On the sender side, Quantum States 

Generator generates a series of 

random bits based on instructions 

received from the client processor and 

send them to random polarisation 

filters to encode in their specific 

polarisation states. On the receiver 

side, it gets the encoded photons and 

translates them back to binary 

encoding.

The client memory module is to 

perform static (Stack) and dynamic 

(Heap) memory operations.

Ethernet interface connected to a local 

switch enables transmission between 

two computer systems.

Quantum interface/Quantum Channel/ 

Private channel is to transmit quantum 

states from Client A to Client B

(Sender) Diagonal Left Polarization 

Filter to polarize light diagonally to 135° 

Angle.

(Sender) Diagonal Right Polarization 

Filter to polarize light diagonally to 45° 

angle

(Sender) Horizontal Polarization Filter 

which polarises light at the angle of 

180°
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(Sender) Vertical Polarization Filter 

polarise light at the angle of 90°

(Receiver) polarisation filter, which 

filters the diagonally polarise light on 

the receiver side.

(Receiver) polarisation filter, which 

filters the vertically polarised light on 

the receiver side.
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Chapter 7 The Network

This section merges both custom-designed elements (Network Switch and 

Client). A network consists of 4 clients connected to a QKD supported network 

switch is simulated with our selected simulation tool OMNet++. This section 

explains the connection between all components and also explains the actual 

process of message passing among these components. 

7.1 Network Model and its components connectivity

components connectivity

The network is a system or a group of connected components or devices, 

where devices or components exchange information between each other or 

use each other resources to reduce the cost and increase productivity. The 

proposed network model in this research is using QKD mechanisms (which is 

using quantum physics laws) to ensure the safety of the key exchange 

process. Figure 4.13 presents the usage of the components mentioned above 

(Switch and Client) with a Delay Channel Components, which is the physical 

medium. This physical medium connects all the elements.

Figure 52:Usage Diagram

Figure 52 illustrates a network diagram of 4 clients (client01, client02, client03, 

and client04) connected directly to a centralised point, which is a QKD support 

network switch. All clients connected to a centralised switch via two separate 

channels. The channel showing as the black line is the public channel which 

is used by all clients and switch to transmit the standard communication data. 

The second channel with red dots is simulating the quantum channel, which is 

used by these connected components to send quantum states from one to 
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another. Figure 53 presents the birds-eye view of the whole network, its 

components, and its sub-components.  

Figure 53:Network Diagram
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Figure 54:Individual Component Connectivity 
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7.2 Components Distribution

All the client and switch components can be distributed in two sections

 Traditional Components

o Processor

o Memory

o Network Interface Card (Public Channel)

 Quantum Modules

o Quantum States Generator

o Polarization Filter (Sender)

 Diagonally Left Polarization Filter

 Diagonally Right Polarization Filter

 Horizontal Polarization Filter

 Vertical Polarization Filter

o Polarization Filter (Receiver)

 Diagonal Polarization Filter

 Straight Polarization Filter

o Quantum Interface (Private Channel)

Clients Module behaviour: Each module has its capability, and for the 

successful implementation of QKD, all these modules have to work together. 

Traditional components are responsible for all communication based on 

standards set by ISO, which include the OSI reference model. The parts 

related to the quantum module are responsible for encoding binary values 

received from traditional elements, encode them into quantum states or spins 

of photons, transmit them over the quantum channel to the second party. On 

receiving side quantum modules, analyse these photons to determine the 

existence of eve by measuring QBER (Quantum Bit Error Rate), decoding 

these received encoded qubits to binary values after key sifting and sending 

them to the public module. Then the public module sends the filters used for 

these measurements to original send for comparison so both parties can have 

the same key.
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Switch Modules Behaviour: Switch is the central point of the network where it 

receives the communication from all directions on its public interface and 

makes the decision based on the layer two address of a packet. For broadcast 

it receives the broadcast from a specific interface on MAC address FF: FF: FF: 

FF: FF: FF and send out to all interface except the one it receives. In general, 

switch makes its forwarding decisions based on layer two addresses. In our 

proposed, we used the same layer two address to make forwarding decisions. 

Our proposed switch has two different kinds of modules bound physically and 

logical together for the successful implementation of QKD. The proposed 

switch maintains the connectivity status of each quantum interface. A QKD 

request initiated by a client to let switch know he wants to transfer quantum 

states to a specific client. On receiving the request, the switch checks its 

internal QKD session table to check if another client is not in the process of 

sending or receiving quantum states. If there is another entry in the session 

table, the switch responds to QKD, initialising the client about this and 

terminate the session. Initiating client will try again after a random amount of 

time. If there is no existing session, the switch requests the second client and 

later allow both clients to transmit quantum states. 

7.3 The Process

This section brings everything together and explains the whole process of 

multiaccess QKD from start to finish. It tells the step-by-step process of 

essential generation, transmitting to the quantum module for encoding and 

transmitting to the second party, and after receiving how both parties decide 

the final key. We tested three scenarios with this model.

Bit 

Value

Spin

Basis

Polarization 

State

Spin 

Direction

Quantum 

Notation

1 Rectilinear Horizontal  1    or    

0 Rectilinear Vertical  0    or   

0 Diagonal Anti-Diagonal  0    or   

1 Diagonal Diagonal  1    or   

Table 13:Polarization States
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7.4 QKD Key exchange among two clients

Two clients (client02 and client04) need to communicate quantum keys among 

each other by using the proposed QKD process. First, they agree on the basis 

they going to use for each bit value. Figure 16 presents the table of these 

polarisation states. Client02 sends out an initial request to switch over the 

public channel with a destination mac address of client04. QKD Switch 

receives the request and checks its QKD session state table for any existing 

session for both clients. The switch makes this decision based on the quantum 

mac addresses. If client04 is already in the process of QKD exchange, the 

switch denies the request and respond with a specific header. Client02 receive 

the message and terminate the session and wait for a particular amount of 

time to retry if Client04 is not in the process of key exchange. The switch 

makes an entry in its session state table with status "Request" and sends the 

request to Client04. Client 04 receives the request from the switch and 

acknowledges the request. When the switch receives the acknowledgement, 

it updates the session state table. It opens the subinterface 4 of quantum 

interface two and subinterface 2 of quantum interface four. Moreover, it closes 

all the other sub-interfaces on these quantum channels. 

Client02   Sub Interface 04   Sub Interface 02   Client04

After this, the QKD switch sends the acknowledgement to the client02 to start 

the transmission. Client02, on receipt of an acknowledgement, generates a 

stream of random bits and send them over to the quantum states generator 

module for encoding these binary digits into the polarisation or spin of light 

particles (photons). Quantum states generator randomly selects the filters 

based on agreed polarisation states mentioned in (Figure 55: Multiaccess 

ProcessTable 13). Each binary digit gets encoded into the polarisation of 

photons and transmitted over the quantum channel, which connects to the 

QKD supported network switch. During the session establishment process, 

switch already closed all the sub interfaces of quantum interface 02 and 

quantum interface 04 except connected to these two clients. So, on arrival of 

these quantum states, they automatically received on Q02 à and send over 
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the sub-interface Q04 of interface Q02, which then received by Quantum 

Interface 04 on sub interface q02 and exit through Quantum interface 04. 

Client 04 receives them on its quantum interface. Client04 receives the 

quantum states on its quantum interface and randomly pass every single 

photon from one of its straight or diagonal polarization filters. The quantum 

state's generator module decodes them. After decoding, it performs the key 

sifting process and discards the non-matching photons and hand over the 

decoded binary values with the filter usage to the client processor for further 

processing. The client processor sends the filter usage to client02 over public 

channels. When the switch receives these packets with filter usage, it removes 

the session entry from its session state table, which allows other clients to 

communicate. Client02 receives the filter usage from client04 and compares 

with its usage and discards the non-matching binary digits, while leaves the 

final key (see Figure 4.17). This generated key is the same as what client04 

has after its key sifting process. Hence both clients will have the same 

encryption key made with complete randomness and distribution with laws of 

quantum physics.
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Figure 55: Multiaccess Process
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Scenario 1: 2 Clients Exchanging Quantum Key (Client02  Client04)

In this scenario, only two clients exchange quantum keys among each other, 

and no other client makes any request to transmit the quantum key. E.g., 

client02 exchange quantum keys with client04 while other clients will not make 

any request during this time.

[*] client02 RANDOM BITS & PHOTON POLARIZATION

********************************************************************************************

RANDOM BITS               : 001000001111111010100100100110101011101101101110100111111001000

POLARIZATION FILTERS USED : \\/\\\|\-///--/|-\/\\/\|/\|/-|/\/|---|//\-/|/--\/\|---///|\-||\

********************************************************************************************

Scenario 1 Random Bits Generation & Photon Polarization

[*] client04 PHOTONS RECEIVED & PROCESSED

*********************************************************************************************

POLARIZATION FILTERS USED   : ++x+xx++xxx+++x+++x+xx+xx+xx+xx+x+xxx+x++x+x+++xxxxx++++xx++x++

POLARIZATION RECEIVED       :   / \\|  // --/|- / \/  /  /- / /|   |/      --\/\  --  /  - |

SIFTED KEY                  :   1 000  11 11101 1 01  1  11 1 10   01      11010  11  1  1 0

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FINAL KEY                    : 10001111101101111110011101011110

*********************************************************************************************

Scenario 1 Quantum Key Processing at Receiving End
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[*] client04 Quantum Key Table

========================================================================

==

  ID       MacAddress                        Key                   Status

========================================================================

==

  1     AA:AA:AA:AA:AA:02     10001111101101111110011101011110     Active

========================================================================

==

[*] client02 Quantum Key Table

========================================================================

==

  ID       MacAddress                        Key                   Status

========================================================================

==

  1     AA:AA:AA:AA:AA:04     10001111101101111110011101011110     Active

========================================================================

==

Scenario 1 Final Key

Scenario 1 exhibits that client 02 generates a stream of random bits and 

transmitted to the quantumStatesGenerator module. 

quantumStatesGenerator module received the bits and randomly encoded 

them in into photon polarization where (0 is encoded into \ & |) (1 is encoded 

into / & -). These quantum states than transmitted over a quantum channel to 

Client04. Scenario 1 Final Key exhibits the processing of quantum states 

received at Client04. Each polarised photon (qubit) randomly passed through 

one of two polarisation filters on Client04. It also shows the processing of 

quantum bits when than decoded back to binary digits. After key sifting 

processing, a random key generated by Client04. The details of which filter 

used for each photon on arrival shared with Client02 over a public channel. 
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Client02 compared these filters with its filter usage and disregarded the non-

matching bits after comparing filter usage. Hence both parties have the same 

key generated completely random by using QKD mechanism. Final key 

illustrates the quantum key table on both clients after completion of the QKD 

process.
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Figure 56:Scenario 1, Events Processing at different Modules

Figure 56 represents a timeline of events — message passing between these modules for the successful completion of the QKD 

process.
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7.5 QKD Key exchange among four clients

Scenario 2: All four clients exchange quantum keys in a pair

In this scenario, two couples of 2 clients each exchange quantum keys with 

each other without requesting a client already in the key exchange process. 

E.g. (Client02   Client 04) and (Client01   Client03)

[*] client01 RANDOM BITS & PHOTON POLARIZATION

********************************************************************************************

RANDOM BITS               : 100000111111101010010010011010101110110110111010011111100100000

POLARIZATION FILTERS USED : /\|\\\-------|-|-\|/\\/\|//|/|/|/-/|--\/-\///|/|\/-/--/\\/||\|\

********************************************************************************************

[*] client02 RANDOM BITS & PHOTON POLARIZATION

********************************************************************************************

RANDOM BITS               : 000010100011011000000100101100011111000101011000111100010111010

POLARIZATION FILTERS USED : |||\-|/|\|-/|-/\|\\\|-\|-|--|\|/////\\|-\-|//\\\-/-/||\/|///|/\

********************************************************************************************

Scenario 2 Random Bits Generation & Photon Polarization
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[*] client03 PHOTONS RECEIVED & PROCESSED

*********************************************************************************************

POLARIZATION FILTERS USED    : x+xxxxx+xx+x+++xxx++++xxx++++x++x+xxxx+x++xxxx+xx++x++xxx++++xx

POLARIZATION RECEIVED        : /  \\\ -  - -|-  \|   /\   |   |/-/    /- ///   \ -/--/\\ ||  \

SIFTED KEY                   : 1  000 1  1 101  00   10   0   0111    11 111   0 1111100 00  0

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FINAL KEY                    : 1000111010010001111111101111100000

*********************************************************************************************

[*] client04 PHOTONS RECEIVED & PROCESSED

*********************************************************************************************

POLARIZATION FILTERS USED     : +xxx++x+xx+x++xx+xx+++xxx+++x+xxxxx++xx+++x+++xxxxxxx+x+++x++x+

POLARIZATION RECEIVED        : |  \-|/|\ -/|-/\|\\ |-\  |--   ////  \ - -    \\ / / |\ | / |/

SIFTED KEY                   : 0  010100 110110000 010  011   1111  0 1 1    00 1 1 00 0 1 01

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FINAL KEY                    : 001010011011000001001111110110011000101

*********************************************************************************************

Scenario 2 Quantum Key Processing at Receiving End
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[*] client03 Quantum Key Table

=================================================================================

  ID       MacAddress                        Key                          Status

=================================================================================

  1     AA:AA:AA:AA:AA:01     1000111010010001111111101111100000          Active

=================================================================================

[*] client04 Quantum Key Table

=================================================================================

  ID       MacAddress                        Key                          Status

=================================================================================

  1     AA:AA:AA:AA:AA:02     001010011011000001001111110110011000101     Active

=================================================================================

[*] client01 Quantum Key Table

=================================================================================

  ID       MacAddress                        Key                          Status

=================================================================================

  1     AA:AA:AA:AA:AA:03     1000111010010001111111101111100000     Active

=================================================================================

[*] client02 Quantum Key Table

=================================================================================

  ID       MacAddress                        Key                          Status

=================================================================================

  1     AA:AA:AA:AA:AA:04     001010011011000001001111110110011000101     Active

=================================================================================

Scenario 2 Final Key

In the scenario, two multiple clients exchange the quantum keys 

simultaneously. 

Client02       Client04
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Client03       Client01

Both clients (Client02 and Client02) generated the complete random stream 

of bits and transferred over to the quantumStatesGenerator module for 

quantum encoding. quantumStatesGenerator module randomly encoded the 

bits into photon polarisation and transmitted them over the quantum channel 

to quantum switch. Scenario 2 illustrates this because switch maintains the 

session state of quantum interfaces, so quantum switch allowed the transfer 

of quantum states without any issue. Scenario 2 present the processing of 

quantum states on the receiver side and getting the final key after key sifting 

processing and exchange of filter usage information, respectively. Figure 57 

illustrates that all the parties exchanged the quantum keys, and both pairs 

have their same random keys exchanged through the QKD process. 

Scenario 2 illustrates how we can see the exchange of messages between all 

modules used by all four clients. If we compare Key Generation with Key 

Processing, we can see how all switch maintained and controlled the key 

exchange process without interfering in the quantum exchange process, which 

allows the secure exchange of quantum states between all parties. 
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Figure 57:Scenario 2, Events Processing at different Modules
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7.6 QKD Key exchange between two clients when 

clients already exchanging keys

Scenarios 3: 2 clients exchange quantum keys, and the third client requests 

to exchange quantum keys with the client already in the process of key 

exchange. E.g. (Client02  Client04) is exchanging keys, and the client 

wants to exchange keys with the client already in the key exchange process. 

(Client03  Client04)

Figure 4.26 illustrates the overall view of the message exchange between all 

parties. In this scenario, clients were trying to exchange quantum keys in the 

below order.

Client02       Client04

While these two parties exchanging keys, Client03 tries to initiate the key 

exchange process with Client 04

Client03        Client04

Client04 is in a key exchange process with client02, so its main quantum 

interface and quantum sub-interfaces are busy. Quantum switch is maintaining 

the session state of quantum interfaces, so when client02 initiated the request, 

the switch responded with ClientBusy message to Client02, which tells the 

client02 that QKD exchange is not possible at the moment and client02 will 

retry after a random amount of time. 
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Figure 58:Scenario 3 Module Usage
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7.7 Source Code

The operating system for this network designed in Omnet++, which is using 

NED language for defining modules and c++ to control their behaviour. A git 

hub repository maintained with the source code, which is publicly available to 

use for any future work.

URL for GitHub repository 

https://github.com/Faisal-Saleem/Multi-Access-QKD-Network

7.8 Chapter Summary

This chapter began by describing and defying the proposed QKD network 

model at three different levels. 

 Network

 Switch

 Client

At the network level, it describes the overall connectivity of clients with a 

centralised QKD supported switch. Its interfaces and different channels. Then 

we discussed the structure of the QKD switch and the problems which 

increase the cost and complexity. We also discussed how this proposed model 

resolved these problems. For switch architecture, we consider its internal 

hardware and software components.  This chapter explains the connectivity 

between the subinterfaces.

Moreover, it explains how the switch controls these interfaces. These channels 

are bound together, physically, and logically.  The switch operating system 

uses the Sub interface binding Table to maintain and control the behaviour of 

quantum interfaces with interfering with the key exchange process. Then we 

discussed the individual component of the switch and described how each 

module behaves and what are its roles. In the next stage 4.3, this chapter 

explains the client architecture, its components, and sub-components, 

https://github.com/Faisal-Saleem/Multi-Access-QKD-Network
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different polarization filter on the sender side, and received side and 

polarisation states used by this network. Section 4.4 explains the structure of 

QKD supported Local Area Network for multiaccess communication. The 

complete process follows in section 4.5, wherein this chapter discusses three 

different scenarios addressed in detail.

1. Quantum Key Exchange among a pair of two clients. 

o (Client02  Client04)

2. Quantum Key Exchange among two pairs of two clients. 

o (Client02  Client04)

o (Client03  Client01)

3. Quantum Key Exchange two pairs of two clients where one client is 

already in the key exchange process.

o (Client02  Client04)

o (Client03  Client04)

The proposed model, "A Novel Multiple Access QKD Network Model for 

secure communication," shows some promising aspects to resolve some of 

the problems we are facing. Wherewith the development of quantum 

computers, our current encryption systems, which based on prime factors, will 

not be able to secure our network's communication secure. This model shows 

that we can use the laws of quantum physics to exchange quantum keys, and 

we can implement this process into our current internet infrastructure with less 

cost and complexity.
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Chapter 8: Thesis conclusion

This chapter presents the key contributions of this thesis in the field of QKD in 

Section 5.1, followed the limitations of this research and highlight opportunities 

for future work in the respective area in section 5.2.

8.1 Contributions and their significance

This research thesis makes some vital contributions to the field of QKD. First, 

it proposes a multi-access QKD (QKD) enabled local area network (LAN), 

where multiple clients can exchange quantum keys at the same time. This 

QKD enabled LAN uses a custom-designed network switch that has bound 

Fast Ethernet and Fibre option interfaced together. Public data transmits over 

Fast Ethernet and quantum states sent over fibre optic. There are several 

other alternatives, e.g., Quantum Private Network (QPN) (Sharbaf, 2009), 

QKD network with trusted relays (Elliott, 2002), QKD network with untrusted 

photonic switches (Elliott, 2002), Star Type Metropolitan QKD (Chen et al., 

2009). However, the proposed network model takes the lead in integrating 

QKD into the real-world infrastructure.

To overcome the restrictions of present QKD models and to ensure the 

usability of the proposed model, we followed a systematic approach, which 

comprised of several steps. It begins by describing the laws of quantum 

physics. Next, it explains the current Internet infrastructure, its hardware, 

software, operating system, and communication protocols, along with the 

understanding of standards designed by the international standard 

organisation (ISO). Third, it provides an understanding, validation, and 

selection of QKD protocols to select one which is best for this proposed model. 

Next, it evaluates the existing encryption algorithm RSA to identify its strengths 

and weaknesses. After that, it presents the architectural design of the network 

client to support QKD and a custom network switch, which uses bound public 

and quantum interfaces. Finally, it provides an operating system design, which 

controls the hardware of the QKD client and QKD switch to enable multi-
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access crucial quantum distribution between clients. We believe that our 

proposed design with details description addresses the gap of integration of 

QKD with current Internet infrastructure, at least to some extent. This model 

can easily be replicated and enhanced by other research fellows to build a 

scalable QKD network integrated with the Internet protocols and infrastructure.

As part of the method mentioned above, we conducted an experiential 

study to investigate laws of quantum physics, existing QKD protocols, internet 

protocols, the hardware used by communication devices. This empirical study 

builds upon the findings of existing literature (Elliott, 2002; Chen et al., 2009; 

Mailloux et al., 2015) and contributions to the field of QKD and network 

security by proposing a new network model for Multiple Access QKD Network 

for Secure Communication. The proposed model in this research shows some 

promising aspects to resolve some of the problems we are facing. At the 

moment wherewith the development of quantum computers, our current 

encryption systems, which base on prime factors, will not be able to secure 

our network's communication secure. This model shows that we can use the 

laws of quantum physics to exchange quantum keys, and we can implement 

this process into our current internet infrastructure with less cost and 

complexity.

8.2 Limitations and future work

While comprehensive enough to explore the QKD protocols, investigate the 

current infrastructure of the internet, examine the laws of quantum physics, 

and propose multiple access QKD networks for secure communication. This 

proposed QKD model exchange quantum keys in a LAN environment, which 

also reduces the cost and complexity of the network; this thesis is not without 

limitations. This section discusses the main limitations of this work and 

highlights the opportunities for future work. 

The proposed model is for a LAN environment to help understand the 

process better to reduce the cost and complexity of the QKD system when the 
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number of clients in the network increases (see Section 4.1). However, this 

restricted us from implementing this system in a WAN environment where a 

client wants to exchange quantum keys with another client resides in another 

network. The other network can be a VLAN (virtual local area network) or a 

server or service available over the internet where packets have to leave the 

local network and exit out of network gateway. So further empirical research 

is needed to explore this area in greater detail.

The proposed model in this research is also based on clients using a 

single application where the operating system handles the key exchange 

process over the quantum channel. This proposed model also has the 

restriction of multiple applications. If clients have various applications, and 

these applications need to exchange quantum keys with the same application 

on another client, this proposed model does not support that, so this area of 

research needs in-depth exploration. 

In a typical LAN environment, a network switch consists of 24, 48 port 

access switches. When there are a considerable number of clients and more 

than one network switch required, this proposed model does not support that. 

This model has its limits of having only one network switch. This limitation also 

needs in-depth analysis and research to exchange quantum states among 

different network switches or routers. As an immediate next step of this work, 

these suggestions might incorporate into future prototypes of the proposed 

QKD model.
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Appendix A: Simulation Model Configuration File 

(omnet.ini)

[General]

network = Network

record-eventlog = true

# Define Initial Key Length

*.initKeyLength = 65

# Enable or Disable Multiaccess

*.multipoint = false

# Client Configuration to setup IP addresses

**.clientPublicInterface.subNetMask = "255.255.255.0"

**.clientPublicInterface.gatewayAddress = "192.168.1.1"

*.client01.hostname = "Client A"

*.client01.clientPublicInterface.ipAddress = "192.168.1.101"

*.client01.clientPublicInterface.macAddress = "AA:AA:AA:AA:AA:01"

*.client02.hostname = "Client B"

*.client02.clientPublicInterface.ipAddress = "192.168.1.102"

*.client02.clientPublicInterface.macAddress = "AA:AA:AA:AA:AA:02"

*.client03.hostname = "Client C"

*.client03.clientPublicInterface.ipAddress = "192.168.1.103"

*.client03.clientPublicInterface.macAddress = "AA:AA:AA:AA:AA:03"

*.client04.hostname = "Client D"

*.client04.clientPublicInterface.ipAddress = "192.168.1.104"

*.client04.clientPublicInterface.macAddress = "AA:AA:AA:AA:AA:04"

# QKD Switch Public interfaces MAC Address

*.switch.f01.macAddress = "AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:01"

*.switch.f02.macAddress = "AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:02"

*.switch.f03.macAddress = "AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:03"

*.switch.f04.macAddress = "AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:04"
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# QKD Switch Quatnum Interfaces MAC Address

*.switch.q01.macAddress = "QQ:QQ:QQ:QQ:QQ:01"

*.switch.q02.macAddress = "QQ:QQ:QQ:QQ:QQ:02"

*.switch.q03.macAddress = "QQ:QQ:QQ:QQ:QQ:03"

*.switch.q04.macAddress = "QQ:QQ:QQ:QQ:QQ:04"

# Source and destination defination, [Note: if Multipoint = 

false, communication will be between first two clients only]

*.source = "client02"

*.destination = "client04"

*.multiPointSource = "client03"

*.multiPointDestination = "client01"

Appendix B: ClientProcessor.h

/*

 * ClientProcessor.h

 *

 *  Created on: 23 Apr 2019

 *      Author: Faisal

 */

#ifndef CLIENTPROCESSOR_H_

#define CLIENTPROCESSOR_H_

#include <string.h>

#include <omnetpp.h>

#include <bitset>

#include <iostream>

using namespace omnetpp;

class ClientProcessor : public cSimpleModule

{

protected:
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    virtual void initialize(int stage) override;

    virtual void handleMessage(cMessage *msg) override;

    virtual int numInitStages() const override;

    unsigned int countSetBits(unsigned int n);

    std::string generateRandomKey(int keyLength);

    std::string convertToBinary(int initialKey);

    std::string compareBasis(std::string statesUsed, std::string 

receivedStates, std::string randomBits);

public:

    void initializeNetwork();

    void initiateQKDRequest(std::string source, std::string 

destination);

    void printMacTable();

    void printKeyTable();

};

#endif /* CLIENTPROCESSOR_H_ */
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Appendix C: ClientProcessor.cc

/*

 * ClientProcessor.cc

 *

 *  Created on: 7 Apr 2019

 *      Author: Faisal

 *

 */

#include <string.h>

#include <omnetpp.h>

#include <bitset>

#include <iostream>

#include <cstdlib>

#include <random>

#include <vector>

#include <algorithm>

#include "ClientProcessor.h"

#include "ClientMemory.h"

using namespace omnetpp;

Define_Module(ClientProcessor);

void ClientProcessor::initialize(int stage)

{

    cModule *targetModule = this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule("clientMemory");

    ClientMemory *clientMemory = check_and_cast<ClientMemory 

*>(targetModule);

    if(stage == 0)

    {

        MacTableEntry *macTableEntry = new MacTableEntry();

        macTableEntry->setIdentity(1);

        macTableEntry->setInterface(this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule("clientPublicInterface")->getName());
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        macTableEntry->setMacAddress(this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule("clientPublicInterface")-

>par("macAddress").stringValue());

        macTableEntry->setQuantumInterfaceId(this-

>getParentModule()->getSubmodule("clientQuantumInterface")-

>getName());

        macTableEntry->setType(0);

        clientMemory->addMacTableEntry(macTableEntry);

        ClientProcessor::printMacTable();

    }

    else if(stage == 1)

    {

        cPacket *discoveryPacket = new 

cPacket("networkDiscovery");

        discoveryPacket-

>addPar("type").setStringValue("networkDiscovery");

        discoveryPacket-

>addPar("macAddress").setStringValue(this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule("clientPublicInterface")->par("macAddress"));

        discoveryPacket->addPar("ipAddress").setStringValue(this-

>getParentModule()->getSubmodule("clientPublicInterface")-

>par("ipAddress"));

        sendDelayed(discoveryPacket, 1, 

"publicInterfaceCommunication$o");

    }

    else if(stage == 2)

    {

        if(strcmp(this->getParentModule()->getParentModule()-

>par("source"), this->getParentModule()->getName()) == 0 && this-

>getParentModule()->getParentModule()-

>par("multipoint").boolValue() == false)

        {

            cPacket *discoveryPacket = new cPacket("initQkd");

            discoveryPacket-

>addPar("type").setStringValue("initQkd");

            discoveryPacket-

>addPar("srcMAC").setStringValue(this->getParentModule()-

>getParentModule()->getSubmodule(this->getParentModule()-
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>getParentModule()->par("source").stringValue())-

>getSubmodule("clientPublicInterface")-

>par("macAddress").stringValue());

            discoveryPacket-

>addPar("desMAC").setStringValue(this->getParentModule()-

>getParentModule()->getSubmodule(this->getParentModule()-

>getParentModule()->par("destination").stringValue())-

>getSubmodule("clientPublicInterface")-

>par("macAddress").stringValue());

            sendDelayed(discoveryPacket, 2, 

"publicInterfaceCommunication$o");

        }

        else if(this->getParentModule()->getParentModule()-

>par("multipoint").boolValue() == true)

        {

            if(strcmp(this->getParentModule()->getParentModule()-

>par("source"), this->getParentModule()->getName()) == 0)

            {

                cPacket *discoveryPacket = new 

cPacket("initQkd");

                discoveryPacket-

>addPar("type").setStringValue("initQkd");

                discoveryPacket-

>addPar("srcMAC").setStringValue(this->getParentModule()-

>getParentModule()->getSubmodule(this->getParentModule()-

>getParentModule()->par("source").stringValue())-

>getSubmodule("clientPublicInterface")-

>par("macAddress").stringValue());

                discoveryPacket-

>addPar("desMAC").setStringValue(this->getParentModule()-

>getParentModule()->getSubmodule(this->getParentModule()-

>getParentModule()->par("destination").stringValue())-

>getSubmodule("clientPublicInterface")-

>par("macAddress").stringValue());

                sendDelayed(discoveryPacket, 2, 

"publicInterfaceCommunication$o");

            }
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            else if(strcmp(this->getParentModule()-

>getParentModule()->par("multiPointSource"), this-

>getParentModule()->getName()) == 0)

            {

                cPacket *discoveryPacket2 = new 

cPacket("initQkd");

                discoveryPacket2-

>addPar("type").setStringValue("initQkd");

                discoveryPacket2-

>addPar("srcMAC").setStringValue(this->getParentModule()-

>getParentModule()->getSubmodule(this->getParentModule()-

>getParentModule()->par("multiPointSource").stringValue())-

>getSubmodule("clientPublicInterface")-

>par("macAddress").stringValue());

                discoveryPacket2-

>addPar("desMAC").setStringValue(this->getParentModule()-

>getParentModule()->getSubmodule(this->getParentModule()-

>getParentModule()->par("multiPointDestination").stringValue())-

>getSubmodule("clientPublicInterface")-

>par("macAddress").stringValue());

                sendDelayed(discoveryPacket2, 2, 

"publicInterfaceCommunication$o");

            }

        }

    }

}

int ClientProcessor::numInitStages() const

{

    return 3;

}

void ClientProcessor::handleMessage(cMessage *msg)

{

    cModule *targetModule = this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule("clientMemory");

    ClientMemory *clientMemory = check_and_cast<ClientMemory 

*>(targetModule);
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    cGate *gate = msg->getArrivalGate();

    if(gate->isName("publicInterfaceCommunication$i"))

    {

        if(strcmp(msg-

>par("type").stringValue(),"initQkdRespons") == 0)

        {

        }

        if(strcmp(msg->par("type").stringValue(),"qkdRequest") == 

0)

        {

            QuantumKeyEntry *key = new QuantumKeyEntry();

            key->setIdentity(1);

            key->setMacAddress(msg-

>par("requestFrom").stringValue());

            clientMemory->addQautumKey(key);

            ClientProcessor::printKeyTable();

            cPacket *qkdResponse = new cPacket("qkdResponse");

            qkdResponse->addPar("type").setStringValue("QKD-

RESPONSE");

            qkdResponse->addPar("srcMAC").setStringValue(msg-

>par("desMAC").stringValue());

            qkdResponse->addPar("desMAC").setStringValue(msg-

>par("srcMAC").stringValue());

            send(qkdResponse,"publicInterfaceCommunication$o");

        }

        if(strcmp(msg->par("type").stringValue(),"QKD-ACK") == 0)

        {

            int randomKeyLength = this->getParentModule()-

>getParentModule()->par("initKeyLength").intValue();

            clientMemory-

>setInitialKeyBin(ClientProcessor::convertToBinary(randomKeyLengt

h));

            cMessage *k1 = new cMessage("initialKey");

            k1->addPar("type").setStringValue("initialKey");
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            k1->addPar("value").setStringValue(clientMemory-

>getInitialKeyBin().c_str());

            send(k1,"quantumInterfaceCommunication$o");

        }

        if(strcmp(msg->par("type").stringValue(),"qkdStates") == 

0)

        {

            QuantumKeyEntry *receivedKey = new QuantumKeyEntry();

            receivedKey->setIdentity(1);

            receivedKey->setMacAddress(msg-

>par("srcMAC").stringValue());

            receivedKey-

>setKey(ClientProcessor::compareBasis(clientMemory-

>getPolarizationStates(), msg->par("filterUsage").stringValue(), 

clientMemory->getInitialKeyBin()).c_str());

            receivedKey->setStatus("Active");

            clientMemory->addQautumKey(receivedKey);

            ClientProcessor::printKeyTable();

        }

    }

    else

    {

        if(strcmp(msg->par("type").stringValue(), "quantumData") 

== 0)

        {

            clientMemory->setPendingKey(msg-

>par("siftedKey").stringValue());

            clientMemory->getQuantumKey(clientMemory-

>getPendingTransaction()).setKey(msg-

>par("siftedKey").stringValue());

            cPacket *polarizationStatus = new 

cPacket("quantumData");

            polarizationStatus-

>addPar("type").setStringValue("quantumData");

            polarizationStatus-

>addPar("filterUsage").setStringValue(msg-

>par("filterUsage").stringValue());
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            polarizationStatus-

>addPar("srcMAC").setStringValue(this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule("clientPublicInterface")-

>par("macAddress").stringValue());

            polarizationStatus-

>addPar("desMAC").setStringValue(clientMemory-

>getPendingKeyMacAddress().c_str());

            

send(polarizationStatus,"publicInterfaceCommunication$o");

            clientMemory->getQuantumKey(clientMemory-

>getPendingTransaction()).setStatus("Active");

            ClientProcessor::printKeyTable();

        }

        if(strcmp(msg->par("type").stringValue(),"pfilter") == 0)

        {

            clientMemory->setPolarizationStates(msg-

>par("polarizationFilterUsed").stringValue());

        }

    }

    delete msg;

}

unsigned int ClientProcessor::countSetBits(unsigned int n)

{

    unsigned int count = 0;

    while (n)

    {

        count += n & 1;

        n >>= 1;

    }

    return count;

}

std::string ClientProcessor::convertToBinary(int initialKey)

{

    std::string binKey = "";

    for(int i=0; i<initialKey; i++)
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    {

       binKey.append(std::to_string(rand()&1));

    }

    return binKey;

}

void ClientProcessor::printMacTable()

{

    cModule *targetModule = this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule("clientMemory");

    ClientMemory *clientMemory = check_and_cast<ClientMemory 

*>(targetModule);

    EV<<"[*] "<<this->getName()<<" MAC Address Table\n";

    

EV<<"============================================================

=================================\n";

    EV<<"  Identity     Interface                 MacAddress             

Q_Interface         Type   \n";

    

EV<<"============================================================

=================================\n";

    EV<<"     "

            <<clientMemory->getMacTable(0).getIdentity()

            <<"     "

            <<clientMemory->getMacTable(0).getInterface()

            <<"     "

            <<clientMemory->getMacTable(0).getMacAddress()

            <<"     "

            <<clientMemory-

>getMacTable(0).getQuantumInterfaceId()

            <<"     "

            <<clientMemory->getMacTable(0).getType()

            <<"\n";

    

EV<<"============================================================

=================================\n";

}
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void ClientProcessor::printKeyTable()

{

    cModule *targetModule = this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule("clientMemory");

    ClientMemory *clientMemory = check_and_cast<ClientMemory 

*>(targetModule);

    EV<<"[*] "<<this->getParentModule()->getName()<<" Quantum Key 

Table\n";

    

EV<<"============================================================

==================================================\n";

    EV<<"  ID       MacAddress           Key        Status   \n";

    

EV<<"============================================================

==================================================\n";

    for(int i=0; i<clientMemory->getNumberOfKey(); i++)

    {

        if(strcmp(clientMemory-

>getQuantumKey(i).getMacAddress(),this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule("clientPublicInterface")-

>par("macAddress").stringValue()) != 0)

        {

            EV<<"  "

                <<clientMemory->getQuantumKey(i).getIdentity()

                <<"     "

                <<clientMemory->getQuantumKey(i).getMacAddress()

                <<"     "

                <<clientMemory->getQuantumKey(i).getKey()

                <<"     "

                <<clientMemory->getQuantumKey(i).getStatus()

                <<"\n";

        }

    }

    

EV<<"============================================================

==================================================\n";

}
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std::string ClientProcessor::compareBasis(std::string statesUsed, 

std::string receivedStates, std::string randomBits)

{

        std::string key;

        char statsU[statesUsed.length()];

        strcpy(statsU, statesUsed.c_str());

        char statsR[receivedStates.length()];

        strcpy(statsR, receivedStates.c_str());

        char bitsR[randomBits.length()];

        strcpy(bitsR, randomBits.c_str());

        for(int i=0; i<receivedStates.length(); i++)

        {

            if(statsU[i] == '|' && statsR[i] == '+')

            {

                key += bitsR[i];

            }

            else if(statsU[i] == '/' && statsR[i] == 'x')

            {

                key += bitsR[i];

            }

            else if (statsU[i] == '-' && statsR[i] == '+')

            {

                key += bitsR[i];

            }

            else if (statsU[i] == '\\' && statsR[i] == 'x')

            {

                key += bitsR[i];

            }

    }

    return key;

}
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Appendex D: ClientMemory.h

#ifndef __QUANTUM_KEY_DISTRIBUTION_CLIENTMEMORY_H_

#define __QUANTUM_KEY_DISTRIBUTION_CLIENTMEMORY_H_

#include <omnetpp.h>

#include "MacTableEntry_m.h"

#include "QuantumKeyEntry_m.h"

using namespace omnetpp;

class ClientMemory : public cSimpleModule

{

private:

    cArray quantumTable;

    cArray quantumKey;

    std::string initialKey;

    std::string initialKeyBin;

    std::string polarizationStates;

public:

    MacTableEntry getMacTable(int index);

    void addMacTableEntry(MacTableEntry *macTableEntry);

    int getMacTableSize();

    QuantumKeyEntry getQuantumKey(int index);

    void addQautumKey(QuantumKeyEntry *key);

    int getNumberOfKey();

    int getPendingTransaction();

    std::string getPendingKeyMacAddress();

    void setPendingKey(std::string key);

    std::string getInitialKey();

    void setInitialKey(std::string key);

    std::string getPolarizationStates();

    void setPolarizationStates(std::string states);

    std::string getInitialKeyBin();
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    void setInitialKeyBin(std::string bin);

protected:

    virtual void initialize();

    virtual void handleMessage(cMessage *msg);

};

#endif
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Appendex E: ClientMemory.cc

#include <string.h>

#include <omnetpp.h>

#include <bitset>

#include <iostream>

#include "ClientMemory.h"

#include "MacTableEntry_m.h"

#include "QuantumKeyEntry_m.h"

Define_Module(ClientMemory);

void ClientMemory::initialize()

{

}

void ClientMemory::handleMessage(cMessage *msg)

{

}

MacTableEntry ClientMemory::getMacTable(int index)

{

    MacTableEntry *macTableEntry = (MacTableEntry *) this-

>quantumTable[index];

    return *macTableEntry;

}

void ClientMemory::addMacTableEntry(MacTableEntry *macTableEntry)

{

    this->quantumTable.add(macTableEntry);

}

int ClientMemory::getMacTableSize()

{

    return this->quantumTable.size();

}
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QuantumKeyEntry ClientMemory::getQuantumKey(int index)

{

    QuantumKeyEntry *quantumKeyEntry = (QuantumKeyEntry *) this-

>quantumKey[index];

    return *quantumKeyEntry;

}

void ClientMemory::addQautumKey(QuantumKeyEntry *key)

{

    this->quantumKey.add(key);

}

int ClientMemory::getNumberOfKey()

{

    return this->quantumKey.size();

}

int ClientMemory::getPendingTransaction()

{

    int index = 0;

    for(int i=0; i<this->quantumKey.size(); i++)

    {

        QuantumKeyEntry *qKey = (QuantumKeyEntry *) this-

>quantumKey[i];

        if(strcmp(qKey->getKey(),"") == 0)

        {

            index = i;

            break;

        }

    }

    return index;

}

std::string ClientMemory::getPendingKeyMacAddress()

{

    std::string desMac = "";

    for(int i=0; i<this->quantumKey.size(); i++)

    {
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        QuantumKeyEntry *qKey = (QuantumKeyEntry *) this-

>quantumKey[i];

        if(strcmp(qKey->getStatus(),"") == 0)

        {

            desMac = qKey->getMacAddress();

            qKey->setStatus("Active");

            break;

        }

    }

    return desMac;

}

void ClientMemory::setPendingKey(std::string key)

{

    for(int i=0; i<this->quantumKey.size(); i++)

    {

        QuantumKeyEntry *qKey = (QuantumKeyEntry *) this-

>quantumKey[i];

        if(strcmp(qKey->getKey(),"") == 0)

        {

            qKey->setKey(key.c_str());

            break;

        }

    }

}

std::string ClientMemory::getInitialKey()

{

    return this->initialKey;

}

void ClientMemory::setInitialKey(std::string key)

{

       this->initialKey=key;

}

std::string ClientMemory::getPolarizationStates()

{

    return this->polarizationStates;
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}

void ClientMemory::setPolarizationStates(std::string states)

{

    this->polarizationStates = states;

}

std::string ClientMemory::getInitialKeyBin()

{

    return this->initialKeyBin;

}

void ClientMemory::setInitialKeyBin(std::string bin)

{

    this->initialKeyBin = bin;

}
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Appendix F: QuantumStatesGenerator.cc

/*

 * ClientQSGenerator.cc

 *

 *  Created on: 7 Apr 2019

 *      Author: Faisal

 */

#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>

#include <omnetpp.h>

#include <bitset>

#include <iostream>

#include <random>

using namespace omnetpp;

class QuantumStatesGenerator : public cSimpleModule

{

protected:

    virtual void initialize() override;

    virtual void handleMessage(cMessage *msg) override;

    std::string siftKey(std::string states);

    std::string statesStatus(std::string states);

    std::string processKey(std::string siftedKey);

private:

    int randomGate;

    int counter;

    cQueue xQueue;

    std::string receivedPolarization;

    std::string polarizationSFilters;

    std::string polarizationRFilters;

};

Define_Module(QuantumStatesGenerator);

void QuantumStatesGenerator::initialize()

{
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    counter = this->getParentModule()->getParentModule()-

>par("initKeyLength").intValue();

}

void QuantumStatesGenerator::handleMessage(cMessage *msg)

{

    /*

     * Gate DL,  Bit Value 0,    Polarisation State \

     * Gate V,   Bit Value 0,    Polarisation State |

     * Gate DR,  Bit Value 1,    Polarisation State /

     * Gate H,   Bit Value 1,    Polarisation State -

     */

    cGate *gate = msg->getArrivalGate();

    if(gate->isName("processorCommunication$i"))

    {

        cQueue queue("quantumStatesQueue");

        std::string key = msg->par("value").stringValue();

        delete msg;

        char *stat = new char[key.length()+1];

        strcpy(stat, key.c_str());

        for(int i=0; i<key.length(); i++)

        {

            std::string j = std::string(1, stat[i]);

            std::string polarization;

            if (j == "0") {

                randomGate = (rand() % 2) + 0;

            }

            else {

                randomGate = (rand() % 2) + 0;

                randomGate = randomGate + 2;

            }

            cMessage *quantumState = new cMessage(j.c_str());

            queue.insert(quantumState);

            while (!queue.isEmpty()) {

                msg = (cMessage *) queue.pop();
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                std::string exitGate = "";

                if(randomGate == 0)

                {

                    exitGate = "DL";

                }

                else if(randomGate == 1)

                {

                    exitGate = "V";

                }

                else if(randomGate == 2)

                {

                    exitGate = "DR";

                }

                else if (randomGate == 3)

                {

                    exitGate = "H";

                }

                sendDelayed(msg,0,exitGate.c_str());

            }

            if (randomGate == 0) {

                polarizationSFilters.append("\\");

            }

            else if (randomGate == 1) {

                polarizationSFilters.append("|");

            }

            else if (randomGate == 2) {

                polarizationSFilters.append("/");

            }

            else if (randomGate == 3) {

                polarizationSFilters.append("-");

            }

        }

        cPacket *polarizationFilters = new 

cPacket("polarizationFilterUsed");

        polarizationFilters-

>addPar("type").setStringValue("pfilter");
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        polarizationFilters-

>addPar("polarizationFilterUsed").setStringValue(polarizationSFil

ters.c_str());

        EV<<"[*] "<<this->getParentModule()->getName()<<" RANDOM 

BITS & PHOTON POLARIZATION\n";

        

EV<<"************************************************************

*****************************************************************

*****************************"<<endl;

        EV<<"RANDOM BITS               : "<<key.c_str()<<endl;

        EV<<"POLARIZATION FILTERS USED : 

"<<polarizationSFilters.c_str()<<endl;

        

EV<<"************************************************************

*****************************************************************

*****************************"<<endl;

        send(polarizationFilters,"processorCommunication$o");

    }

    else

    {

        counter--;

        if(counter >= 0)

        {

            if(gate->isName("Diagonal"))

            {

                polarizationRFilters.append("x");

            }

            else if(gate->isName("Straight"))

            {

                polarizationRFilters.append("+");

            }

            receivedPolarization.append(msg->getName());

            if(counter == 0)

            {

                std::string siftedKey = 

QuantumStatesGenerator::siftKey(receivedPolarization);

                std::string processedKey = 

QuantumStatesGenerator::processKey(siftedKey);
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                EV<<"[*] "<<this->getParentModule()->getName()<<" 

PHOTONS RECEIVED & PROCESSED\n";

                

EV<<"************************************************************

*****************************************************************

************************"<<endl;

                EV<<"POLARIZATION FILTERS USED    : 

"<<polarizationRFilters.c_str()<<endl;

                EV<<"POLARIZATION RECEIVED        : 

"<<receivedPolarization<<endl;

                EV<<"SIFTED KEY                   : 

"<<siftedKey.c_str()<<endl;

                EV<<"--------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------"<<endl;

                EV<<"FINAL KEY                    : 

"<<processedKey.c_str()<<endl;

                

EV<<"************************************************************

*****************************************************************

************************"<<endl;

                cPacket *quantumData = new 

cPacket("quantumData");

                quantumData-

>addPar("type").setStringValue("quantumData");

                quantumData-

>addPar("siftedKey").setStringValue(processedKey.c_str());

                quantumData-

>addPar("filterUsage").setStringValue(polarizationRFilters.c_str(

));

                send(quantumData,"processorCommunication$o");

            }

            delete msg;

        }

    }

}

std::string QuantumStatesGenerator::processKey(std::string 

siftedKey)
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{

    std::string finalKey;

    char key[siftedKey.length()+1];

    strcpy(key, siftedKey.c_str());

    for(int i=0; i<strlen(key); i++)

    {

        if(key[i] != ' ')

        {

            if(key[i]=='0')

                finalKey.append("0");

            else

                finalKey.append("1");

        }

    }

    return finalKey;

}

std::string QuantumStatesGenerator::siftKey(std::string states)

{

    std::string siftedKey;

    char polarization[states.length()+1];

    strcpy(polarization, states.c_str());

    for(int i=0; i<strlen(polarization); i++)

    {

        if(polarization[i] != ' ')

        {

            if(polarization[i] == '\\' || polarization[i] == '|')

            {

                siftedKey.append("0");

            }

            else if (polarization[i] == '/' || polarization[i] == 

'-')

            {

                siftedKey.append("1");

            }

        }

        else

        {

            siftedKey.append(" ");
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        }

    }

    return siftedKey;

}

std::string QuantumStatesGenerator::statesStatus(std::string 

states)

{

    std::string statesUsed;

    char polarization[states.length()+1];

    strcpy(polarization, states.c_str());

    for(int i=0; i<strlen(polarization); i++)

    {

        if(polarization[i] != '0')

        {

            statesUsed.append("1");

        }

        else

        {

            statesUsed.append("0");

        }

    }

    return statesUsed;

}
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Appendix G: SwitchProcessor.cc

/*

 * ProcessingQueue.cc

 *

 *  Created on: 3 Apr 2019

 *      Author: Faisal

 */

#include <string.h>

#include <omnetpp.h>

#include <bitset>

#include <iostream>

#include "SwitchMemory.h"

#include "MacTableEntry_m.h"

#include "QuantumSubInterfaceBinding_m.h"

#include "ArpTableEntry_m.h"

using namespace omnetpp;

cModule *tModule;

SwitchMemory *switchMemory;

class Processor : public cSimpleModule

{

protected:

    virtual void initialize(int stage) override;

    virtual void handleMessage(cMessage *msg) override;

    virtual int numInitStages() const override;

    virtual void finish() override;

    void prepareMacAddressTable();

    void bindInterface(int identity, std::string interface, 

std::string quantumInterface, int type);

    void prepareQuantumSubInterfaceBindingTable();

    void bindSubInterface(std::string identity, std::string 

sourceInterface, std::string sourceSubInterface, std::string 

destinationInterface, std::string destinationSubInterface, int 

status);
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public:

    void printMacAddressTable();

    void printQuantumSubinterfaceBindingTable();

    void printArpTable();

    void printSessionStateTable();

};

Define_Module(Processor);

void Processor::initialize(int stage)

{

    if(stage == 0)

    {

        tModule = this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule("switchMemory");

        switchMemory = check_and_cast<SwitchMemory *>(tModule);

        switchMemory->macEntryIndex = 1;

        switchMemory->arpEntryIndex = 1;

        switchMemory->sessionsStateEntryIndex = 1;

        Processor::prepareQuantumSubInterfaceBindingTable();

        EV<<"[*] Prepairing Quantum Sub Interface Binding 

Table\n";

        Processor::printQuantumSubinterfaceBindingTable();

    }

    if(stage == 1)

    {

        Processor::prepareMacAddressTable();

        EV<<"[*] Prepairing Quantum MAC Address Table\n";

        Processor::printMacAddressTable();

    }

}

int Processor::numInitStages() const

{

    return 2;

}
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void Processor::handleMessage(cMessage *msg)

{

    if(strcmp("networkDiscovery",msg->par("type").stringValue()) 

== 0)

    {

        MacTableEntry *macTableEntry = new MacTableEntry();

        macTableEntry->setIdentity(switchMemory-

>macEntryIndex++);

        macTableEntry->setInterface(msg-

>par("interface").stringValue());

        macTableEntry->setMacAddress(msg-

>par("macAddress").stringValue());

        macTableEntry->setQuantumInterfaceId("   ");

        macTableEntry->setQuantumMacAddress("                 ");

        macTableEntry->setType(1);

        switchMemory->addMacTableEntry(macTableEntry);

        ArpTableEntry *arpTableEntry = new ArpTableEntry();

        arpTableEntry->setIdentity(switchMemory-

>arpEntryIndex++);

        arpTableEntry->setProtocol("Internet");

        arpTableEntry->setIpAddress(msg-

>par("ipAddress").stringValue());

        arpTableEntry->setAge("10");

        arpTableEntry->setMacAddress(msg-

>par("macAddress").stringValue());

        arpTableEntry->setType(0);

        arpTableEntry->setInterface(msg-

>par("interface").stringValue());

        switchMemory->addArpTableEntry(arpTableEntry);

        delete msg;

    }

    else if (strcmp("initQkd",msg->par("type").stringValue()) == 

0)

    {

        SessionStateEntry *sessionStateEntry = new 

SessionStateEntry();
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        sessionStateEntry->setSessionId(switchMemory-

>sessionsStateEntryIndex++);

        sessionStateEntry->setSrcMac(msg-

>par("srcInterfaceMacAddress").stringValue());

        sessionStateEntry->setSrcQMac(switchMemory-

>getQuantumInterfaceMacAddressFromMacTable(sessionStateEntry-

>getSrcMac()).c_str());

        sessionStateEntry->setSrcSubInterface(switchMemory-

>getQuantumInterfaceFromMacTable(sessionStateEntry-

>getSrcQMac()).c_str());

        sessionStateEntry->setDesMac(switchMemory-

>getMacAddressOfInterfaceFromMacTable(switchMemory-

>getInterfaceIdFromMacTable(msg-

>par("desMAC").stringValue()).c_str()).c_str());

        sessionStateEntry->setDesQMac(switchMemory-

>getQuantumMacAddressOfInterfaceFromMacTable(switchMemory-

>getInterfaceIdFromMacTable(msg-

>par("desMAC").stringValue()).c_str()).c_str());

        sessionStateEntry->setDesSubInterface(switchMemory-

>getQuantumInterfaceFromMacTable(sessionStateEntry-

>getDesQMac()).c_str());

        sessionStateEntry->setExpiry("0000");

        sessionStateEntry->setStatus("0");

        if(switchMemory->entryExist(sessionStateEntry-

>getSrcMac(), sessionStateEntry->getDesMac()) == false)

        {

            switchMemory-

>addSessionStateTableEntry(sessionStateEntry);

            cPacket *qkdSession = new cPacket("qkdRequest");

            qkdSession-

>addPar("type").setStringValue("qkdRequest");

            qkdSession-

>addPar("srcMAC").setStringValue(sessionStateEntry->getSrcMac());

            qkdSession->addPar("requestFrom").setStringValue(msg-

>par("srcMAC").stringValue());

            qkdSession-

>addPar("desMAC").setStringValue(sessionStateEntry->getDesMac());

            qkdSession->addPar("requestTo").setStringValue(msg-

>par("desMAC").stringValue());
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            qkdSession-

>addPar("interface").setStringValue(switchMemory-

>getInterfaceIdFromMacTable(sessionStateEntry-

>getDesMac()).c_str());

            send(qkdSession,"publicInterfaceCommunication$o");

        }

        else

        {

            cPacket *qkdSession = new cPacket("clientBusy");

            qkdSession-

>addPar("type").setStringValue("initQkdRespons");

            qkdSession-

>addPar("desMAC").setStringValue(sessionStateEntry->getDesMac());

            qkdSession-

>addPar("interface").setStringValue(switchMemory-

>getInterfaceIdFromMacTable(sessionStateEntry-

>getSrcMac()).c_str());

            send(qkdSession,"publicInterfaceCommunication$o");

        }

        delete msg;

    }

    else if(strcmp("QKD-RESPONSE",msg->par("type").stringValue()) 

== 0)

    {

        cPacket *qkdAck = new cPacket("qkdAck");

        qkdAck->addPar("type").setStringValue("QKD-ACK");

        qkdAck->addPar("srcMAC").setStringValue(msg-

>par("srcMAC").stringValue());

        qkdAck->addPar("desMAC").setStringValue(msg-

>par("desMAC").stringValue());

        qkdAck->addPar("interface").setStringValue(switchMemory-

>getInterfaceIdFromMacTable(msg-

>par("desMAC").stringValue()).c_str());

        cModule *qSRCInterface = this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule(switchMemory-

>getQuantumInterfaceFromMacTableByPublicMac(msg-

>par("desMAC").stringValue()).c_str());
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        cModule *qDESInterface = this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule(switchMemory-

>getQuantumInterfaceFromMacTableByPublicMac(msg-

>par("srcMAC").stringValue()).c_str());

        qSRCInterface-

>par("exitInterface").setStringValue(switchMemory-

>getExitInterfaceFromBindingTable(qSRCInterface->getName(), 

qDESInterface->getName()));

        send(qkdAck,"publicInterfaceCommunication$o");

        delete msg;

    }

    else if (strcmp("quantumData",msg->par("type").stringValue()) 

== 0)

    {

        cPacket *pkt = new cPacket("qkdStats");

        pkt->addPar("type").setStringValue("qkdStates");

        pkt->addPar("interface").setStringValue(switchMemory-

>getInterface(msg->par("desMAC").stringValue()).c_str());

        pkt->addPar("srcMAC").setStringValue(msg-

>par("srcMAC").stringValue());

        pkt->addPar("desMAC").setStringValue(msg-

>par("desMAC").stringValue());

        pkt->addPar("filterUsage").setStringValue(msg-

>par("filterUsage").stringValue());

        send(pkt,"publicInterfaceCommunication$o");

        delete msg;

    }

    else

    {

        delete msg;

    }

}

void Processor::finish()

{

    Processor::printMacAddressTable();
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    Processor::printArpTable();

    Processor::printSessionStateTable();

}

void Processor::prepareMacAddressTable()

{

    EV<<"[*] Binding Public and Quantum Channels\n";

    Processor::bindInterface(switchMemory-

>macEntryIndex++,"f01","q01",0);

    Processor::bindInterface(switchMemory-

>macEntryIndex++,"f02","q02",0);

    Processor::bindInterface(switchMemory-

>macEntryIndex++,"f03","q03",0);

    Processor::bindInterface(switchMemory-

>macEntryIndex++,"f04","q04",0);

    EV<<"[*] Done\n";

}

void Processor::bindInterface(int identity, std::string 

interface, std::string quantumInterface, int type)

{

    MacTableEntry *macTableEntry = new MacTableEntry();

    macTableEntry->setIdentity(identity);

    macTableEntry->setInterface(this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule(interface.c_str())->getName());

    macTableEntry->setMacAddress(this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule(interface.c_str())-

>par("macAddress").stringValue());

    macTableEntry->setQuantumInterfaceId(this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule(quantumInterface.c_str())->getName());

    macTableEntry->setQuantumMacAddress(this->getParentModule()-

>getSubmodule(quantumInterface.c_str())-

>par("macAddress").stringValue());

    macTableEntry->setType(type);

    switchMemory->addMacTableEntry(macTableEntry);

}

void Processor::printMacAddressTable()

{
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    EV<<"[*] Quantum MAC Address Table\n";

    

EV<<"============================================================

=================================\n";

    EV<<"  Identity     Interface     MacAddress     Q_Interface          

Q_MacAddress          Type   \n";

    

EV<<"============================================================

=================================\n";

    for(int i=0; i<switchMemory->getMacTableSize(); i++)

    {

        EV<<"      "

                <<switchMemory->getMacTable(i).getIdentity()

                <<"           "

                <<switchMemory->getMacTable(i).getInterface()

                <<"     "

                <<switchMemory->getMacTable(i).getMacAddress()

                <<"      "

                <<switchMemory-

>getMacTable(i).getQuantumInterfaceId()

                <<"          "

                <<switchMemory-

>getMacTable(i).getQuantumMacAddress()

                <<"          "

                <<switchMemory->getMacTable(i).getType()

                <<"\n";

    }

    

EV<<"============================================================

=================================\n";

}

void Processor::prepareQuantumSubInterfaceBindingTable()

{

    EV<<"[*] Binding Quantum Sub Interface\n";

    

Processor::bindSubInterface("01","q01","subInterface2$o","q02","s

ubInterface1$i",0);
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Processor::bindSubInterface("02","q02","subInterface3$o","q03","s

ubInterface2$i",0);

    

Processor::bindSubInterface("03","q03","subInterface4$o","q04","s

ubInterface3$i",0);

    

Processor::bindSubInterface("04","q01","subInterface4$o","q04","s

ubInterface1$i",0);

    

Processor::bindSubInterface("05","q02","subInterface4$o","q04","s

ubInterface2$i",0);

    

Processor::bindSubInterface("06","q03","subInterface1$o","q01","s

ubInterface3$i",0);

    

Processor::bindSubInterface("07","q02","subInterface1$o","q01","s

ubInterface2$i",0);

    

Processor::bindSubInterface("08","q03","subInterface2$o","q02","s

ubInterface3$i",0);

    

Processor::bindSubInterface("09","q04","subInterface3$o","q03","s

ubInterface4$i",0);

    

Processor::bindSubInterface("10","q04","subInterface1$o","q01","s

ubInterface4$i",0);

    

Processor::bindSubInterface("11","q04","subInterface2$o","q02","s

ubInterface4$i",0);

    

Processor::bindSubInterface("12","q01","subInterface3$o","q03","s

ubInterface1$i",0);

    EV<<"[*] Subinterface Binding Done\n";

}

void Processor::bindSubInterface(std::string identity, 

std::string sourceInterface,std::string 
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sourceSubInterface,std::string destinationInterface, std::string 

destinationSubInterface, int status)

{

    QuantumSubInterfaceBinding *subInterfaceBindingEntry = new 

QuantumSubInterfaceBinding();

    subInterfaceBindingEntry->setIdentity(identity.c_str());

    subInterfaceBindingEntry->setConnectionId(this-

>getParentModule()->getSubmodule(sourceInterface.c_str())-

>gate(sourceSubInterface.c_str())->getConnectionId());

    subInterfaceBindingEntry->setSourceInterface(this-

>getParentModule()->getSubmodule(sourceInterface.c_str())-

>getName());

    subInterfaceBindingEntry->setSourceSubInterface(this-

>getParentModule()->getSubmodule(sourceInterface.c_str())-

>gate(sourceSubInterface.c_str())->getBaseName());

    subInterfaceBindingEntry->setDestinationInterface(this-

>getParentModule()->getSubmodule(destinationInterface.c_str())-

>getName());

    subInterfaceBindingEntry->setDestinationSubInterface(this-

>getParentModule()->getSubmodule(destinationInterface.c_str())-

>gate(destinationSubInterface.c_str())->getBaseName());

    subInterfaceBindingEntry->setStatus(status);

    switchMemory-

>addQuantumBindingTableEntry(subInterfaceBindingEntry);

}

void Processor::printQuantumSubinterfaceBindingTable()

{

    EV<<"[*] Quantum Sub Interface Binding Table\n";

    

EV<<"============================================================

=======\n";

    EV<<"  Id   ConId     Src     Src-Sub      Dst     Dst-Sub      

Type   \n";

    

EV<<"============================================================

=======\n";

    for(int i=0; i<switchMemory->getQuantumBindingTableSize(); 

i++)
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    {

        //QuantumSubInterfaceBinding *subInterfaceBindingEntry = 

(QuantumSubInterfaceBinding *) switchMemory-

>getQuantumBindingTable(i);

        EV<<"  "<<switchMemory-

>getQuantumBindingTable(i).getIdentity()

                <<"     "<<switchMemory-

>getQuantumBindingTable(i).getConnectionId()

                <<"       "<<switchMemory-

>getQuantumBindingTable(i).getSourceInterface()

                <<"  "<<switchMemory-

>getQuantumBindingTable(i).getSourceSubInterface()

                <<"   "<<switchMemory-

>getQuantumBindingTable(i).getDestinationInterface()

                <<"   "<<switchMemory-

>getQuantumBindingTable(i).getDestinationSubInterface()

                <<"   "<<switchMemory-

>getQuantumBindingTable(i).getStatus()

                <<"\n";

    }

    

EV<<"============================================================

=======\n";

}

void Processor::printArpTable()

{

    EV<<"[*] Arp Table\n";

        

EV<<"============================================================

=================================\n";

        EV<<"  Identity    Protocol        Address      Age(min)    

Hardware Addr    Type   Interface    \n";

        

EV<<"============================================================

=================================\n";

        for(int i=0; i<switchMemory->getArpTableSize(); i++)

        {

            EV<<"      "
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                    <<switchMemory-

>getArpTableEntry(i).getIdentity()

                    <<"       "

                    <<switchMemory-

>getArpTableEntry(i).getProtocol()

                    <<"     "

                    <<switchMemory-

>getArpTableEntry(i).getIpAddress()

                    <<"      "

                    <<switchMemory->getArpTableEntry(i).getAge()

                    <<"     "

                    <<switchMemory-

>getArpTableEntry(i).getMacAddress()

                    <<"    "

                    <<switchMemory->getArpTableEntry(i).getType()

                    <<"       "

                    <<switchMemory-

>getArpTableEntry(i).getInterface()

                    <<"\n";

        }

        

EV<<"============================================================

=================================\n";

}

void Processor::printSessionStateTable()

{

    EV<<"[*] Session State Table\n";

        

EV<<"============================================================

================================================\n";

        EV<<" ID         SRC               QSRC         INT          

DES                QDES         INT  Expiry  Status \n";

        

EV<<"============================================================

================================================\n";

    for(int i=0; i<switchMemory->getSessionStateTableSize(); i++)

    {

        EV<<" "
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                <<switchMemory-

>getsessionStateTableEntry(i).getSessionId()

                <<"   "

                <<switchMemory-

>getsessionStateTableEntry(i).getSrcMac()

                <<"  "

                <<switchMemory-

>getsessionStateTableEntry(i).getSrcQMac()

                <<"  "

                <<switchMemory-

>getsessionStateTableEntry(i).getSrcSubInterface()

                <<"   "

                <<switchMemory-

>getsessionStateTableEntry(i).getDesMac()

                <<" "

                <<switchMemory-

>getsessionStateTableEntry(i).getDesQMac()

                <<"    "

                <<switchMemory-

>getsessionStateTableEntry(i).getDesSubInterface()

                <<"   "

                <<switchMemory-

>getsessionStateTableEntry(i).getExpiry()

                <<"      "

                <<switchMemory-

>getsessionStateTableEntry(i).getStatus()

                <<"\n";

    }

    

EV<<"============================================================

================================================\n";

}
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Appendix H: SwitchMemory.cc

//

// This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or 

modify

// it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as 

published by

// the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, 

or

// (at your option) any later version.

// 

// This program is distributed in the hope that it will be 

useful,

// but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

// MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

// GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

// 

// You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General 

Public License

// along with this program.  If not, see 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/.

// 

#include <string.h>

#include <bitset>

#include <iostream>

#include "SwitchMemory.h"

#include "MacTableEntry_m.h"

#include "QuantumSubInterfaceBinding_m.h"

#include "SessionStateEntry_m.h"

Define_Module(SwitchMemory);

void SwitchMemory::initialize(int stage)

{

}

int SwitchMemory::numInitStages() const
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{

    return 2;

}

MacTableEntry SwitchMemory::getMacTable(int index)

{

    MacTableEntry *macTableEntry = (MacTableEntry *) this-

>macAddressTable[index];

    return *macTableEntry;

}

void SwitchMemory::addMacTableEntry(MacTableEntry *macTableEntry)

{

    this->macAddressTable.add(macTableEntry);

}

int SwitchMemory::getMacTableSize()

{

    return this->macAddressTable.size();

}

std::string 

SwitchMemory::getQuantumInterfaceMacAddressFromMacTable(std::stri

ng publicInterfaceMacAddress)

{

    return 

SwitchMemory::searchMacAddressTableByMacAddress(publicInterfaceMa

cAddress, 'Q');

}

std::string SwitchMemory::getInterfaceIdFromMacTable(std::string 

macAddress)

{

    return 

SwitchMemory::searchMacAddressTableByMacAddress(macAddress, 'I');

}
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std::string 

SwitchMemory::getMacAddressOfInterfaceFromMacTable(std::string 

interface)

{

    return 

SwitchMemory::searchMacAddressTableByInterface(interface, 'M');

}

std::string 

SwitchMemory::getQuantumMacAddressOfInterfaceFromMacTable(std::st

ring interface)

{

    return 

SwitchMemory::searchMacAddressTableByInterface(interface, 'Q');

}

std::string 

SwitchMemory::getQuantumInterfaceFromMacTable(std::string 

qMacAddress)

{

    return 

SwitchMemory::searchMacAddressTableByQuantumMacAddress(qMacAddres

s, 'I');

}

std::string 

SwitchMemory::getQuantumInterfaceFromMacTableByPublicMac(std::str

ing macAddress)

{

    return 

SwitchMemory::searchMacAddressTableByMacAddress(macAddress, 'X');

}

std::string SwitchMemory::getInterface(std::string macAddress)

{

    std::string result = "";

    for(int i=0; i<= macAddressTable.size(); i++)

    {
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        MacTableEntry *macTableEntry = (MacTableEntry *) this-

>macAddressTable[i];

        if(strcmp(macTableEntry->getMacAddress(), 

macAddress.c_str()) == 0)

        {

            result = macTableEntry->getInterface();

            break;

        }

    }

    return result;

}

bool SwitchMemory::entryExist(std::string srcMac, std::string 

desMac)

{

    bool result = false;

    for(int i=0; i<sessionStateTable.size(); i++)

    {

        SessionStateEntry *session = (SessionStateEntry *) this-

>sessionStateTable[i];

        if(strcmp(session->getSrcMac(),srcMac.c_str()) == 0)

        {

            result = true;

            break;

        }

        if(strcmp(session->getSrcMac(),desMac.c_str()) == 0)

        {

            result = true;

            break;

        }

        if(strcmp(session->getDesMac(),srcMac.c_str()) == 0)

        {

            result = true;

            break;

        }

        if(strcmp(session->getDesMac(),desMac.c_str()) == 0)

        {

            result = true;

            break;
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        }

        else

        {

            result = false;

        }

    }

    return result;

}

std::string 

SwitchMemory::searchMacAddressTableByMacAddress(std::string 

macAddress, char query)

{

    std::string queryResult = "";

    for(int i=0; i<macAddressTable.size(); i++)

    {

        MacTableEntry *macTableEntry = (MacTableEntry *) this-

>macAddressTable[i];

        if(strcmp(macTableEntry->getMacAddress(), 

macAddress.c_str()) == 0)

        {

            switch(query)

            {

                case 'Q':

                    queryResult = macTableEntry-

>getQuantumMacAddress();

                    break;

                case 'I':

                    queryResult = macTableEntry->getInterface();

                    break;

                case 'X':

                    queryResult = macTableEntry-

>getQuantumInterfaceId();

                    break;

            }

        }

    }

    return queryResult;

}
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std::string 

SwitchMemory::searchMacAddressTableByInterface(std::string 

interface, char query)

{

    std::string queryResult = "";

    for(int i=0; i<macAddressTable.size(); i++)

    {

        MacTableEntry *macTableEntry = (MacTableEntry *) this-

>macAddressTable[i];

        if(strcmp(macTableEntry->getInterface(), 

interface.c_str()) == 0 && macTableEntry->getType() == 0)

        {

            switch(query)

            {

                case 'Q':

                    queryResult = macTableEntry-

>getQuantumMacAddress();

                    break;

                case 'M':

                    queryResult = macTableEntry->getMacAddress();

                    break;

                case 'I':

                    queryResult = macTableEntry-

>getQuantumInterfaceId();

                    break;

            }

        }

    }

    return queryResult;

}

std::string 

SwitchMemory::searchMacAddressTableByQuantumMacAddress(std::strin

g qMacAddress, char query)

{

    std::string queryResult = "";

    for(int i=0; i<macAddressTable.size(); i++)

    {
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        MacTableEntry *macTableEntry = (MacTableEntry *) this-

>macAddressTable[i];

        if(strcmp(macTableEntry->getQuantumMacAddress(), 

qMacAddress.c_str()) == 0)

        {

            switch(query)

            {

                case 'M':

                    queryResult = macTableEntry->getMacAddress();

                    break;

                case 'I':

                    queryResult = macTableEntry-

>getQuantumInterfaceId();

                    break;

            }

        }

    }

    return queryResult;

}

QuantumSubInterfaceBinding 

SwitchMemory::getQuantumBindingTable(int index)

{

    QuantumSubInterfaceBinding *quantumBindingEntry = 

(QuantumSubInterfaceBinding *) this-

>quantumSubInterfaceBinding[index];

    return *quantumBindingEntry;

}

void 

SwitchMemory::addQuantumBindingTableEntry(QuantumSubInterfaceBind

ing *quantumBindingEntry)

{

    this->quantumSubInterfaceBinding.add(quantumBindingEntry);

}

int SwitchMemory::getQuantumBindingTableSize()

{

    return this->quantumSubInterfaceBinding.size();
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}

std::string 

SwitchMemory::getExitInterfaceFromBindingTable(std::string src, 

std::string des)

{

    std::string exitInterface = "";

    for(int i=0; i<quantumSubInterfaceBinding.size(); i++)

    {

        QuantumSubInterfaceBinding *binding = 

(QuantumSubInterfaceBinding *)this-

>quantumSubInterfaceBinding[i];

        if(strcmp(binding->getSourceInterface(), src.c_str()) == 

0 && strcmp(binding->getDestinationInterface(), des.c_str()) == 

0)

        {

            exitInterface = binding->getSourceSubInterface();

            break;

        }

    }

    return exitInterface;

}

SessionStateEntry SwitchMemory::getsessionStateTableEntry(int 

index)

{

    SessionStateEntry *sessionStateEntry = (SessionStateEntry *) 

this->sessionStateTable[index];

    return *sessionStateEntry;

}

void SwitchMemory::addSessionStateTableEntry(SessionStateEntry 

*sessionStateEntry)

{

    this->sessionStateTable.add(sessionStateEntry);

}

int SwitchMemory::getSessionStateTableSize()

{
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    return this->sessionStateTable.size();

}

ArpTableEntry SwitchMemory::getArpTableEntry(int index)

{

    ArpTableEntry *arpTableEntry = (ArpTableEntry *) this-

>arpTable[index];

    return *arpTableEntry;

}

void SwitchMemory::addArpTableEntry(ArpTableEntry *arpTableEntry)

{

    this->arpTable.add(arpTableEntry);

}

int SwitchMemory::getArpTableSize()

{

    return this->arpTable.size();

}
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Appendix I: SwitchMemory.h

#ifndef __QUANTUM_KEY_DISTRIBUTION_SWITCHMEMORY_H_

#define __QUANTUM_KEY_DISTRIBUTION_SWITCHMEMORY_H_

#include <omnetpp.h>

#include <ctime>

#include "MacTableEntry_m.h"

#include "QuantumSubInterfaceBinding_m.h"

#include "SessionStateEntry_m.h"

#include "ArpTableEntry_m.h"

using namespace omnetpp;

/*! \enum QueryType

 *  \brief Enumerator to query the MAC Address Table

 */

enum QueryType

{

    macAddress,

    qMacAddres,

    interface,

    qInterface

};

class SwitchMemory : public cSimpleModule

{

  private:

    cArray macAddressTable;

    cArray quantumSubInterfaceBinding;

    cArray arpTable;

    cArray sessionStateTable;

    std::string searchMacAddressTableByMacAddress(std::string 

macAddress, char query);

    std::string searchMacAddressTableByInterface(std::string 

interface, char query);

    std::string 

searchMacAddressTableByQuantumMacAddress(std::string interface, 

char query);
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    std::string searchSessionStateTable(QueryType searchBy, 

std::string searchValue, char returnValue);

  public:

    // MAC Address Table Methods

    int macEntryIndex;

    MacTableEntry getMacTable(int index);

    void addMacTableEntry(MacTableEntry *macTableEntry);

    int getMacTableSize();

    std::string 

getQuantumInterfaceMacAddressFromMacTable(std::string 

publicInterfaceMacAddress);

    std::string getInterfaceIdFromMacTable(std::string 

macAddress);

    std::string getMacAddressOfInterfaceFromMacTable(std::string 

interface);

    std::string 

getQuantumMacAddressOfInterfaceFromMacTable(std::string 

interface);

    std::string getQuantumInterfaceFromMacTable(std::string 

qMacAddress);

    std::string 

getQuantumInterfaceFromMacTableByPublicMac(std::string 

macAddress);

    std::string getInterface(std::string macAddress);

    bool entryExist(std::string srcMac, std::string desMac);

    // Quantum Binding Table Methods

    int quantumBindingEntryIndex;

    QuantumSubInterfaceBinding getQuantumBindingTable(int index);

    void addQuantumBindingTableEntry(QuantumSubInterfaceBinding 

*quantumBindingEntry);

    int getQuantumBindingTableSize();

    std::string getExitInterfaceFromBindingTable(std::string src, 

std::string des);

    // ARP Table

    int arpEntryIndex;
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    ArpTableEntry getArpTableEntry(int index);

    void addArpTableEntry(ArpTableEntry *arpTableEntry);

    int getArpTableSize();

    // Session State Table Methods;

    int sessionsStateEntryIndex;

    SessionStateEntry getsessionStateTableEntry(int index);

    void addSessionStateTableEntry(SessionStateEntry 

*sessionStateEntry);

    int getSessionStateTableSize();

  protected:

    virtual void initialize(int stage) override;

    virtual int numInitStages() const override;

};

#endif


